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ABSTRACT

Scheduling Policies for Cloud Computing
by
Ziqi Wan
Cloud computing focuses on maximizing the effectiveness of the shared resources.
Cloud resources are usually not only shared by multiple users but are also dynamically
reallocated per demand. This can work for allocating resources to users. This leads
to task scheduling as a core and challenging issue in cloud computing. This thesis
gives different scheduling strategies and algorithms in cloud computing.
For a common cloud user, there is a great potential to boost the performance
of mobile devices by offloading computation-intensive parts of mobile applications
to the cloud. However, this potential is hindered by a gap between how individual
mobile devices demand computational resources and how cloud providers offer them.
In this thesis, we present the design of utility-based uploads sharing strategy in cloud
scenarios, which bridges the above gap through providing computation offloading
as a service to mobile devices. Our scheme efficiently manages cloud resources for
offloading requests to improve offloading performances of mobile devices, as well as
to reduce the monetary cost per request of the provider.
However, from the viewpoint of data centers, resource limitations in both bandwidth and computing triggers a variety of resource management problems. In this
thesis, we discuss the tradeoff between locality and load balancing, along with the
multi-layer topology of data centers. After that, we investigate the interrelationship
between the time cost and the virtual machine rent cost, and formalize it as the
parallel speedup pattern. We then design several algorithms by adopting the idea
of minimizing the utility cost. Furthermore, we focus on the detail of MapReduce
framework in Cloud. For different MapReduce phases, there are different resource reiii

quirements. We propose a new scheduling algorithm based on the idea of combining
map shuffle pairs, which has better performance than the popular min-max time first
algorithm in minimizing the average makespan of tasks in the job matrix.
Directions for future research mainly focus on the large scale implementation of our
proposed solution. There are a wide variety of open questions remaining with respect
to the design of algorithms to minimize response time. Further, it is interesting and
important to understand how to schedule in order to minimize other performance
metrics.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Cloud computing architectures have received increased attention in recent years.
Cloud providers take advantage of virtualization technologies to gain economic advantages from underutilized IT resources.

1.1

Motivation

First, the idea of offloading computation from mobile devices to remote computational resources to improve performance and reduce energy consumption has been
addressed over the past decade. The usefulness of computation offloading hinges on
the ability to achieve high computation speedups with small communication delays.
In recent years, this idea has received more attention due to the significant rise of
mobile applications, the availability of powerful clouds, and the improved connectivity options for mobile devices. By identifying the offloadable tasks at runtime, recent
work has aimed to generalize this approach to benefit more mobile applications.
Second, modern data centers comprise tens of thousands of computers interconnected between each other with commodity switches. Nowadays, data centers suffer
from resource limitations in both the limited bandwidth resources on the links and the
computing capability on the servers, which triggers a variety of resource management
problems. One classic issue is the task allocation problem, which involve various constraints, including performance, network, and cost. With the help of virtualization,
most of these jobs can be processed by multiple VMs in parallel. Although the cloud
data centers are increasingly larger, the number of jobs running in the cloud also
1

grows explosively. Thus, the VM resource is still limited. A good VM assignment
strategy, which determines the number of VMs for each parallel job, is really needed.
Third, as one of the dominant paradigms for processing large unstructured data
sets in a massively parallel manner, MapReduce has attracted increasing interest in
practice. However, there is still a lack of theoretical understanding on its fundamental
performance trends at scale.

1.2

Major Contributions

This thesis considers scheduling policies in cloud systems. The thesis has three
main contributions. First, we proposed utility-based uploads sharing strategy in cloud
scenarios, providing cost saving computation offloading as a service to mobile devices.
Our second contribution is to explore the task allocation and VM assignment in Cloud
centers. Our third contribution is studying the overlapping phase map and shuffle
phases in MapReduce, based on the idea of combining computation resource and I/O
resource. The key contributions are highlighted below.
• We present the design of utility-based uploads sharing strategy in cloud scenarios, providing computation offloading as a service to mobile devices. Our
scheme efficiently manages cloud resources for offloading requests to improve
offloading performances of mobile devices, as well as to reduce the monetary
cost per request of the provider. We schedule offloading requests to resolve the
contention problem for cloud resources. The proposed scheme makes offloading
decisions with a controlled risk to overcome the uncertainties caused by variable
network connectivity and program execution.
• We discuss one classic resource allocation problem: task allocation in data
centers. That is, given a set of tasks with different makespans, how to schedule
these tasks into the data center to minimize the average makespan. Due to
2

the tradeoff between locality and load balancing, along with the multi-layer
topology of data centers, it is extremely time consuming to obtain an optimal
result. To deal with the multi-layer topology, we first study a simple case of
one-layer cluster and discuss the optimal solution. After that, we propose our
hierarchical task allocation algorithm for multi-layer clusters. Evaluation results
prove the high efficiency of our algorithm.
• We introduce the utility cost model, which combines both job time cost and
the VM rent cost in the Cloud Scenarios. We investigate the interrelationship
between the time cost and the VM rent cost, and formalize it as the parallel
speedup pattern. We firstly propose the time first algorithm only considering
the time cost, with the objective of minimizing the average completion time
of all job. Additionally, we propose the price first algorithm, which focus on
minimizing the rent cost. Based on that two algorithms, we introduce the policy
shifting scheduling algorithm, which combines both time cost and rent price at
the same time. We then formulate three group-based algorithms by adopting
the idea of minimizing the utility cost. There are also time complexity and
performance tradeoffs among the three group-based algorithms.
• We also focus on the scheduling issue of the overlapping map and shuffle phases
in MapReduce. First of all, we introduce the notion of the job matrix for
the map and shuffle phases overlapping scheduling. Then we propose a new
scheduling algorithm based on the idea of combining map shuffle pairs in the
job matrix, which has better performance than the popular min-max time first
algorithm in minimizing the average makespan of tasks in the job matrix. Based
on that algorithm, we provide the Group-Sum algorithm, which is a more general
algorithm without the constraints of the job matrix.

3

1.3

Organization of the Thesis

This thesis is organized as shown in Figure 1.1. We believe the thesis would be
useful for the cloud computing systems. Chapter 1 introduces several issues in Cloud
Computing. Chapter 2 reviews the background of cloud-based scheduling problem,
followed by related research work on the topics we study. Chapter 3 presents our
work on utility-based uploads sharing strategy in cloud scenarios. Chapter 4 explores
the task assignment in minimizing job makespan in data center. Chapter 5 presents
our work on utility-based virtual machine allocation in Cloud. Chapter 6 reviews
an scheduling policy in MapReduce framework. Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and
identifies potential future research topics.

Figure 1.1: The organization of this thesis
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

In this chapter we will look at different works that are closely relevant to the
research of this thesis.

2.1

Cloud Implementation

The programming paradigm of MapReduce has become quite popular since its
introduction. Due to it’s popularity and multitude of uses, MapReduce , have found
ways to adapt MapReduce into their current operations. These companies include the
likes of Facebook [1], IBM [2], Yahoo! [3], and Twitter [4]. Map Reduce is simply a
programming paradigm, and for this reason there are many different implementations
available to users. We will cover the major iterations in the following subsections.
The first implementation, Apache’s Hadoop [5], may be the most commonly used
distribution of MapReduce. Hadoop is an open source implementation of MapReduce
created by the Apache Software Foundation. It is implemented using Java and works
on Windows, Linux and Mac OS systems. The software is written to create a Hadoop
cluster across a large number of machines which will then run the HDFS file system
and Map Reduce jobs. In addition to to Hadoop, there are other Apache projects
which are built to extend the applicabilities of MapReduce by using Hadoop.

2.2

File Uploading Strategies

Closer to our work, MAUI [6] enables mobile applications to reduce the energy
consumption through automated offloading. Similarly, CloneCloud [7] can minimize
5

either energy consumption or execution time of mobile applications by automatically
identifying compute-intensive parts of those applications. ThinkAir [8] enables the
offloading of parallel tasks with server-side support. These systems focus on how
to enable computation offloading for mobile devices. The challenges of computation
offloading with variable connectivity have been identified in [9]. In contrast, COSMOS
proposes techniques to handle the variable connectivity for offloading to a cloud. A
detailed survey of cyber foraging can be found in [9].
The concept of cyber foraging [10], i.e., dynamically augmenting mobile devices
with resource-rich infrastructure, was proposed more than a decade ago. Since then,
significant work has been done to augment the capacity of resource-constrained mobile
devices using computation offloading [11]. A related technique proposes the use of
cloudlets which provide software instantiated in real-time on nearby computational
resources [12].
Our work is also related to studies on cloud resource management. This problem
is intensively studied in the context of power saving in data centers [13] [14]. For
example, Lu et al. [13] uses reactive approaches to manage the number of active
servers based on current request rate. Gandhi et al. [14] investigate policies for
dynamic resource management when the servers have large setup time. COSMOS
is different from these in three major aspects. First, they minimize the cost of power
consumption, whereas COSMOS reduces the cost of leasing cloud resources. Second,
in COSMOS computation tasks may be offloaded to the cloud or be executed on
local devices, while in data centers services are always provided by servers. Third,
COSMOS also needs to handle variable network connectivity of mobile devices, which
is unnecessary for the data center.

6

2.3

Task Allocation and VM Assignment in Cloud

Task allocation has been an open research topic since the traditional distributed
computing era. Many task allocation issues are NP-hard, thus, we need to find a
good heuristic algorithm to solve the problem, such as the first-fit and best-fit greedy
algorithm used by Xu and Fortes [15].
Virtual machine placement is similar to the task allocation problem under the
environment of cloud computing. As data centers are becoming the mainframe of
cloud services, the virtual machine placement problem in data centers has been an
open research area, considering both the network and servers. Piao et al. [16] gave a
heuristic algorithm to satisfy both the communication demands and physical resource
restrictions. Meng et al. [17] proposes minimizing the traffic cost through virtual
machine placement. Their objective is to place virtual machines that have large
communication requirements close to each other, so as to reduce network capacity
needs in the data center.
Oktopus [18] uses the hose model to abstract the tenant’s bandwidth request,
including both virtual cluster and oversubscribed virtual clusters. They propose a
virtual machine placement algorithm to deal with homogeneous bandwidth demands.
The virtual cluster provides tenants with guarantees on the network bandwidth they
demand, which, according to Popa et al. [19], can be interpreted as the min-guarantee
requirements. However, this min-guarantee fails to consider the potential growth of a
tenant’s network demand. In order to alleviate this problem, our previous work [20]
proposed the concept of elasticity, favoring the on-demand scaling feature of cloud
computing.
Our previous work [20] designed a recursive abstraction scheme and hierarchical
virtual machine placement algorithm, which is similar to the task allocation scheme
in this chapter. However, this chapter focus on the objective of task makespan minimization and does not consider the environment of cloud computing. Furthermore,
7

we focus on the study of tradeoff between locality and load balancing when doing
task allocation. The communication model between tasks is different from the hose
model for virtual machines’ communications used in [20].
Amdahl’s law [21] is used to find the maximum expected improvement to an
overall system when only part of the system is improved. It is often used in parallel
computing to predict the theoretical maximum speedup using multiple processors.
Mantri [22] was designed to mitigate the impact of outliers in MapReduce cluster,
but failed to identify the resource monopolizing issue among large number of concurrent jobs caused by long-running ReduceTasks and does not provide lightweight
preemption solution. Ahmad [23] proposed communication-aware placement and
scheduling of MapTasks and predictive load-balancing for ReduceTasks as part of
Tarazu to reduce the network traffic of Hadoop on heterogeneous clusters. But it
also does not address the fairness and monopolization issues. Isardet al. [24] adopts
min-cost flow algorithm to achieve a balance between fairness and data locality for
the Dryad. But their use of killing as preemption mechanism can cause significant
resource waste.
Verma [25] introduced ARIA to allocate appropriate amount of resources to MapReduce job so that it can meet service level objectives (SLOs). Based on ARIA, Zhanget
al. [26] further studied the estimation of required resources for completing a Pig program to meet SLOs. Lama [27] proposed AROMA to automatically determine the
system configuration for Hadoop jobs to achieve quality of service goal. FLEX [28]
aims to optimize different given scheduling metrics based on a performance model between slots and job execution time. However, none of above four work considers the
resource contention issue among continuously incoming jobs in shared MapReduce
clusters. In [29], Ananthanarayanan proposed Amoeba which supports lightweight
elastic jobs that can release the slots without losing previous I/O and computation.
This bears strong similarity to our preemptive ReduceTask. However, it imposes

8

many constraints such as safe points on task processing so that jobs can be interfered
without losing previous work. However no overhead measurement is reported in the
article.

2.4

MapReduce schedulers

There have been many MapReduce schedulers proposed over the past few years.
Examples include delay scheduling [30] by Zaharia that speculatively postpones the
scheduling of the head-of-line tasks and ameliorates the locality degradation in the
default Hadoop Fair scheduler. In addition, Zaharia also proposed the Longest Approximate Time to End (LATE) [31] scheduling policy to mitigate the deficiency of
Hadoop scheduler. But neither of these two scheduling policies supports task preemption for jobs in the same pool, and thus are unable to correct the monopolizing
behavior of long-running ReduceTasks. Verma [25] introduced ARIA to allocate appropriate amounts of resources to the MapReduce job so that it can meet SLO. Based
on ARIA, Zhanget al. [26] further studied the estimation of required resources for completing a Pig program to meet SLO. Lama [27] proposed AROMA to automatically
determine the system configuration for Hadoop jobs to achieve a quality of service
goal. FLEX [28] aims to optimize different given scheduling metrics based on a performance model between slots and job execution time. However, none of the above
four works considers the resource contention issue among continuously incoming jobs
in shared MapReduce clusters.
Wang et al. [32] revealed that there exists a serious fairness issue among jobs of
different sizes in MapReduce, leading to prolonged execution for small jobs, which
are starving for reduce slots held by large jobs. Tang et al. [33] illustrated the reasons
for the system slots waster for reducing tasks waiting around. The model they build
could determine the start time of reduce tasks, dynamically according to job context.
However, it only focused on the adaptive reduce scheduling without paying attention
9

to the conjunction between map and shuffle. Lin et al. [34] proposed a state of the
art model for the overlapping of the “map” and “shuffle” phases in MapReduce, and
validated this model using cluster experiments. Further, they proved that scheduling
to minimize average response time in this model is strongly NP-hard in the offline case
and that no online algorithm could be constant-competitive. However, the algorithms
they given is not efficient enough, as shown in our experiments. In the thesis of Ren
[35], he proposed a real-time distributed deferrable load control algorithm to reduce
the variance of aggregate load. The algorithm is model-predictive in nature, i.e., at
every time step, the algorithm minimizes the expected variance to go with updated
predictions. The workload distribution cannot fundamentally solve the scheduling
problem in MapReduce.
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CHAPTER 3

UPLOADING STRATEGY IN CLOUD

There is a great potential to boost the performance of mobile devices by offloading computation-intensive parts of mobile applications to the cloud. However, this
potential is hindered by a gap between how individual mobile devices demand computational resources and how cloud providers offer them: offloading requests from a
mobile device usually require a quick response, which may be infrequent, and is subject to variable network connectivity, whereas cloud resources incur relatively long
setup times, are leased for long time quanta, and are indifferent to network connectivity. In this chapter, we present the design of utility-based uploads sharing
strategy in cloud scenarios, which bridges the above gap through providing computation offloading as a service to mobile devices. Our scheme efficiently manages cloud
resources for offloading requests to improve offloading performances of mobile devices,
as well as to reduce the monetary cost per request of the provider. We also schedule offloading requests to resolve the contention problem for cloud resources. The
proposed scheme makes offloading decisions with a controlled risk to overcome the
uncertainties caused by variable network connectivity and program execution. Simulation results show that the proposed scheme can reduce the costs of cloud resources
and enable mobile computation speedup for mobile devices.

3.1

Introduction

Despite great potential, a key challenge in computation offloading lies in the mismatch between how individual mobile devices demand and access computational re11

sources and how cloud providers offer them. Offloading requests from a mobile device
require quick responses which may be infrequent. Therefore, the ideal computational
resources suitable for computation offloading should be immediately available upon
request and should be quickly released after execution. In contrast, cloud computational resources have long setup times and are leased for long time quanta. For
example, it takes about 27 seconds to start an Amazon EC2 VM instance. The time
quantum for leasing an EC2 VM instance is one hour. If an instance is used for less
than an hour, the user must still pay for one-hour usage. This mismatch can thus
hamper offloading performance and incur high monetary cost.
Another challenge for cloud providers is reducing data center costs while guaranteeing the promised Service Level Agreement (SLA) [36] to cloud consumers. Current
virtualization technology offers the ability to easily relocate a virtual machine from
one host to another without shutting it down, thus giving the opportunity to dynamically optimize the placement with a small impact on performance. The problem of
cost reduction becomes even more complex when considering a relationship between
the processing speed of a job and the number of processing machines. Indeed, in
cloud computing, the speedup pattern is not simply linear. CPU, memory and I/O
resources will all influence the job processing speed. It becomes more challenging
when a large number of jobs are competing for these resources. We need to monitor
the utility decay speed and waiting benefit for sharing. The longer the time one waits,
the higher the time cost, but the probability of sharing VM with more users is also
higher. In this case, our main focus is balancing the time cost and sharing benefit.
It is clear that only considering time cost or machine rent cost is not good enough.
The utility of the MapReduce jobs, which combines both job makespan and type of
machine, has not been carefully studied. As shown in Fig. 3.1, due to the complexity
of the speedup patterns of the real cloud clusters, the scheduling policies should either
adapt to the changing pattern or be more robust.
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In this chapter, we propose a strategy for users to share the cloud services to
boost their performance by speeding up their process while minimizing their rent
cost from the cloud machines. A system that bridges the above-discussed gaps by
providing computation offloading as a service provide an intermediate service between
a commercial cloud provider and mobile devices can make the properties of underlying computing and communication resources transparent to mobile devices and can
reorganize these resources in a cost-effective manner to satisfy offloading demands
from mobile devices. An uploading management system receives mobile user computation offload demands and allocates them to a shared set of compute resources that
it dynamically acquires (through leases) from a commercial cloud service provider.
The goal of this system is to provide the benefit of computation offloading to mobile devices while, at the same time, minimizing the leasing cost of computational
resources.
Our main contributions are summarized as follows:
• We introduce a utility model, which combine both time cost and machine rent
price cost.
• Multiple efficient algorithms are proposed to maximize the utility gains in the
cloud settings. The optimality prerequisite is explored. The performances of
the proposed algorithms are analytically studied.
• Extensive experiments are conducted to evaluate the proposed solutions. The
results are shown from different perspectives to provide insightful conclusions.
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Figure 3.1: Utility model.

3.2
3.2.1

Background and Problem Statement
Background

Cloud computation resources are usually provided in the form of virtual machine
(VM) instances. To use a VM instance, a user installs an OS on the VM and starts it
up, both incurring delay. VM instances are leased based on a time quanta. Amazon
EC2 uses a one-hour lease granularity. If a VM instance is used for less than the
time quanta, the user still needs to pay for that usage. A cloud provider typically provides various types of VM instances with different properties and prices. We
provide some properties and prices for three types of Amazon EC2 VM instances:
Standard On-Demand Small instance (m1.small), Standard On-Demand Medium instance (m1.medium) and High-CPU On-Demand Medium instance (c1.medium). For
some pricing models (e.g., EC2 spot), the leasing price may change over time. Note
that the server component of offloaded mobile computation needs to run on a VM
instance. This server component needs to be launched at the time the offloading
request is made, and terminated when the required computation is complete. The
lifetime of the server component is typically much less than the lease quantum used by
the cloud service provider. An important question we consider in our system design
is how to ensure that there is enough VM capacity available to handle the mobile
computation load without needing to always launch VM instances on-demand and
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Figure 3.2: A waiting buffer.
incur a long setup time.

3.2.2

Problem Statement

A basic computation-offloading system is composed of a client component running on the mobile device and a server component running in the cloud. The client
component has three major functions. First, it monitors and predicts the network
performance of the mobile device; Second, it tracks and predicts the execution requirements of mobile applications in terms of input/output data requirements and
execution time on both the mobile device and the cloud; Third, using this information the client component chooses some portions of the computation to execute
in the cloud so that the total execution time is minimized. The server component
executes these offloaded portions immediately after receiving them and returns the
results back to the client component so that the application can be resumed on the
mobile device. Computation offloading trades off communication cost for computation gain. Previous systems usually assume stable network connectivity and adequate
cloud computation resources. However, in mobile environments a mobile device may
experience varying or even intermittent connectivity, while cloud resources may be
temporarily unavailable or occupied. Thus, the communication cost may be higher, while the computation gain will be lower. Moreover, the network and execution
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prediction may be inaccurate, causing system performance degradations.
Our basic idea is manipulating a waiting queue between mobile device users and
cloud server to achieve good offloading performance at low monetary cost by sharing
cloud resources among users, as shown in Fig. 3.2. Specifically, the goal is to minimize
the usage cost of cloud resources under the constraint that the speedup of using cloud
service against local execution. The problem of offloading can be further divided into
the following two subproblems:
• Cloud resource management: This is the problem of determining the number
and type of VM instances to lease over time. It has two major goals. First,
there should always be enough VM instances to ensure high offloading speedup.
Second, the cost of leasing VM instances should be minimized.
• Offloading decision: This is the problem of deciding whether a mobile device
offloads a computation task. The challenge comes from the uncertainties of
network connectivity, program execution, and resource contention. A wrong
offloading decision will both waste cloud resources and result in lower speedup.
It is very important to properly handle the uncertainties.

3.3
3.3.1

Model Description
Offloading Gain and Risk

When an offloadable task, Ok , is initiated at time tk , the offloading controller
needs to determine if it is beneficial to offload this task to the cloud. Let us use
Tws to denote the time to wait for connectivity before sending the data, Ts for the
time to send the data, Tc for the execution time of the task in the cloud, Twr for
the time to wait for connectivity before receiving the result, and Tr for the time
to receive the result. The local execution time is L(Ok ), which is estimated by the
execution predictor. The response time of offloading to an active Server, R(Ok ), can
16

be expressed as: R(Ok ) = Tws + Ts + Tc + Twr + Tr . It is beneficial to offload only if
the local execution time is longer than the response time of offloading. Therefore, we
use their difference to represent the offloading gain: G = L(Ok ) − R(Ok ). Because of
the uncertainties in the mobile environment, the offloading controller can only obtain
a distribution for G (i.e., E(G)). Simply using E(G) to make the offloading decision
will introduce the risk of longer execution time.
Our risk-controlled offloading is based on two key ideas. First, we use risk-adjusted
return in making the offloading decision so that the return and risk of offloading are
simultaneously considered. Specifically, E(G) and σ(G) are used as the return and
risk of the offloading gain, respectively. Thus, the risk-adjusted return of offloading
gain is E(G) − σ(G). When its value is larger than a certain threshold, the computation task will be offloaded to the cloud. Otherwise, it will be locally executed.
Second, we re-evaluate the return and risk when new information is available. When
a computation task is initiated, the offloading controller evaluates its return and risk
of offloading gain. The detailed algorithms to compute them are described in the
appendix. If the risk-adjusted return (i.e., E(G), σ(G) ) is larger than a threshold,
the offloading controller offloads the task to the cloud. In addition, it also listens to
the connectivity status which has a high impact on E(G) and σ(G). Once new connectivity information is updated, it re-evaluates the risk-adjusted return and adjusts
its decision accordingly.

3.3.2

Utility-based Offloading Model

We extend the utility-based model from economics to cloud computing; we assume
A is the award of completing a request, R is the service price, C is the utility decay
based on time cost. We first define U = A − R − C as the utility of a job. We assume
the rent cost is equally shared by each job in the cloud at a certain time period. Let
nt be the number of jobs in the cloud at time t. Thus the highest possible rent cost at
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time t is Rt = α/nt . α is the total rent cost of the cloud service during a certain time
period. The number of jobs in a certain time period starting with t0 can only increase
as the number of jobs keep growing, then we have nts = nt0 + ∆nt1 + ∆nt2 + ... + ∆ntf .
ts is the job start time, ∆nti is the number of newly added jobs on time slot ti .
3.3.2.1

Linear time Model

We first assume the utility decays linearly with time. Then C = β(tf − ta ), β is
the unit time decay, ta is the job arrival time, and tf is the finishing time of a job
request.
Ut = A − α/nts − β(tf − ta )

(3.3-1)

Note that the job start time ts is not necessary to be the job request arrival time.
Therefore, there is a tradeoff between rent cost and time decay. For example, when a
job request has been generated, it can choose to wait for more jobs coming to lower
the rent cost or to get into the cloud as soon as possible to minimize the time decay.
It would be more complicated, if a deadline or a service level agreement is concerned.
To make it simple, we cut the time line into discrete time slots. It is also practical, as
the cloud service takes job requests in each time slot to avoid large communication
overhead. Assume the utility gains of a job starting at time slot i and time slot j
(j > i) are Ui and Uj . The time length of a slot is ∆t.
Ui − Uj = −α(1/ni − 1/nj ) − β(ti − tj )
= α(1/nj − 1/ni ) + β∆t(j − i)

(3.3-2)

= −α(∆ni+1 + ... + ∆nj )/nj ni + β∆t(j − i)
Let Y = ∆ni+1 + ∆ni+2 + ... + ∆nj , the above equation can be simplified as Ui − Uj =
−αY /(ni + Y )ni + β∆t(j − i). We further assume the average growth of jobs in the
cloud is ∆n. Thus, Y = (j − i)∆n and Ui − Uj = (β∆t − α∆n/(ni + Y )ni )(j − i).
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Now, we can see that if β∆t − α∆n/(ni + Y )ni greater than 0, the utility gain at time
slot i is greater than the utility gain at time slot j. Especially, when j = i + 1, we
can have Ui − Ui+1 = (β∆t − α∆n/(ni + ∆n)ni ). So it is only based on the number
of jobs ni in the cloud at ti . Further, we consider the choice of local process.
3.3.3

Offloading Decision

Complicating this issue is the fact that mobile devices access cloud resources over
wireless networks which have variable performance and/or high service cost. For
example, 3G networks have relatively low bandwidth, causing long communication
delays for computation offloading. On the other hand, although WiFi networks have
high bandwidth and are free to use in many cases, their coverage is limited, resulting
in intermittent connectivity to the cloud and highly variable access quality even when
connectivity exists. Therefore, the decision of maintaining the length of request queue,
as shown in Fig. 3.3, is very important.
Assume the local processing speed is sl, and the cloud processing speed is sc. Then
the acceleration of the cloud is ac = sc/sl. Adopt the utility function above. The local
process has the utility of Ult = A − β(tf − ta ). It does not have the shard rent cost of
cloud. However, it is still possible that the local process has a higher utility cost. Here
we assume that the workload of a job w is the same for cloud process and local process.
Then the utility of local process is Ult = A − βw/sl, and the utility of cloud process
is Uct = A − α/nts − β(w/sc + ts − ta ). Uct − Ult = β(w/sc − w/sl + ts − ta) + α/nts . It
should be noted that there are many time cost models. However, the common thing
among most of the time models is that the longer the time makespan is, the higher
the cost.
Since jobi may not be the first job to start, we define the start time of jobi as
tstart
, so the processing time of of jobi is wi /s(mi ). The relationship between the
i
R ti
workload and the processing speed is wi = tstart
S(mi (t))dt. However, the number of
i
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Figure 3.3: Decide the number of requests in the queue.
machines cannot be changed in the Hadoop configuration. The finishing time of jobi
can be transferred as follows. The above is discussed under the assumption that cloud
service is powerful enough. So there is not congestion in the cloud when the number
of applications are huge. The key idea in deciding whether to wait for a cheap price
or to start early to save money the decreasing speed of R and time decay; what’s
more, cloud processing should generate more utility gain than the local processing,
otherwise we should adopt local process which is cheap and steady.

3.3.4

Offloading Decision under Monotonic Arrival

The offloading controller uses the information from the connectivity and execution
predictors to estimate the potential benefits of the offloading service. Ideally, if future connectivity and execution times can be accurately predicted immediately after
the mobile application starts, the offloading controller can make the global optimal
offloading decision.
However, such global optimum is unavailable in reality. A good estimation will
help a lot. Instead, the offloading controller uses a greedy strategy to make the
offloading decision. A Markov chain (discrete-time Markov chain or DTMC) is a
mathematical system that undergoes transitions from one state to another on a state
space. It is a random process usually characterized as memoryless: the next state
depends only on the current state and not on the sequence of events that preceded it.
This specific kind of “memorylessness” is called the Markov property. Markov chains
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have many applications as statistical models of real-world processes.
A Markov chain is a sequence of random variables X1 , X2 , X3 , ... with the
Markov property, namely that, given the present state, the future and past states
are independent. Formally, P r(Xn+1 = x | X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 , . . . , Xn = xn ) =
P r(Xn+1 = x | Xn = xn ), if both conditional probabilities are well defined, i.e. if
P r(X1 = x1 , ..., Xn = xn ) > 0. The possible values of Xi form a countable set S
called the state space of the chain. Markov chains are often described by a sequence
of directed graphs, where the edges of graph n are labeled by the probabilities of going
from one state at time n to the other states at time n + 1, P r(Xn+1 = x | Xn = xn ).
The same information is represented by the transition matrix from time n to time
n + 1. However, Markov chains are frequently assumed to be time-homogeneous (see
variations below), in which case the graph and matrix are independent of n and so
are not presented as sequences.
These descriptions highlight the structure of the Markov chain that is independent
of the initial distribution P r(X1 = x1 ). When time-homogenous, the chain can be
interpreted as a state machine assigning a probability of hopping from each vertex
or state to an adjacent one. The probability P r(Xn = x|X1 = x1 ) of the machine’s
state can be analyzed as the statistical behavior of the machine with an element
x1 of the state space as input, or as the behavior of the machine with the initial
distribution P r(X1 = y) = [x1 = y] of states as input, where [P ] is the Iverson bracket.
The stipulation that not all sequences of states must have a nonzero probability of
occurring allows the graph to have multiple connected components, suppressing edges
encoding a zero transition probability, as if a has a nonzero probability of going to
b but a and x lie in different connected components, then P r(Xn+1 = b|Xn = a) is
defined, while P r(Xn+1 = b|X1 = x, ..., Xn = a) is not.
It would be more complicated if the decay function is more not linear. Another
common decay function is the discounted time decay. In the discounted time decay
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Figure 3.4: Dominance Scheduling and Shared Scheduling.
model, the utility can be presented as U = (A − R)βt = (A − α/nts )β(tf −ts ) .
Theorem 3.1. In a finite horizon monotone stopping rule problem, the one-stage
look-ahead rule is optimal.
Proof. Suppose the horizon is J . One optimal rule is

J
N ∗ = min(n ≥ 0 : Yn ≥ E(Vn+1
|Fn ))

(3.3-3)

J
where VJ+1
= ∞, VJJ = YJ , and by backward induction

J
VnJ = max(Yn , E(Vn+1
|Fn )), n = 0, 1, ..., J − 1

(3.3-4)

YJ−1 ≥ E(VJ |FJ−1 ) = E(VJJ |FJ−1 );
J
YJ−2 ≥ E(VJ−1 |FJ−2 ) = E(VJ−1
|FJ−2 );

(3.3-5)

...
J
Yn ≥ E(Vn+1 |Fn ) = E(Vn+1
|FN )

Thus, we can conclude that the one-stage look-ahead rule is optimal, in a finite horizon
monotone stopping rule problem.
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3.3.5

Offloading Decision under Random Arrival

In mathematics, the theory of optimal stopping is concerned with the problem of
choosing a time to take a particular action, in order to maximize an expected reward
or minimize an expected cost. Optimal stopping problems can be found in areas of
statistics, economics, and mathematical finance (related to the pricing of American
options). A key example of an optimal stopping problem is the secretary problem.
Optimal stopping problems can often be written in the form of a Bellman equation,
and are therefore often solved using dynamic programming.
The secretary problem is one of many names for a famous problem of the optimal
stopping theory. The problem has been studied extensively in the fields of applied
probability, statistics, and decision theory. It is also known as the marriage problem,
the sultan’s dowry problem, the fussy suitor problem, the googol game, and the
best choice problem. The basic form of the problem is the following: imagine an
administrator is willing to hire the best secretary out of n rankable applicants for a
position. The applicants are interviewed one by one in random order. A decision
about each particular applicant is to be made immediately after the interview. Once
rejected, an applicant cannot be recalled. During the interview, the administrator
can rank the applicant among all applicants interviewed so far, but is unaware of the
quality of yet unseen applicants. The question is about the optimal strategy (stopping
rule) to maximize the probability of selecting the best applicant. If the decision can
be deferred to the end, this can be solved by the simple maximum selection algorithm
of tracking the running maximum (and who achieved it), and selecting the overall
maximum at the end. The difficulty is that the decision must be made immediately.
The problem has an elegant solution. The optimal stopping rule prescribes always
rejecting the first n/e applicants after the interview (where e is the base of the natural
logarithm) and then stopping at the first applicant who is better than every applicant
interviewed so far (or continuing to the last applicant if this never occurs). Sometimes
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Algorithm 1 T imeF irst
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
avg
1: Compute td and pd for the dominance scheduling policy;
and ps for the shared scheduling policy;
2: Compute tavg
s
avg
then
3: if td = tavg
s
4:
if pd = ps then
5:
Apply tie-breaking rules to find a better policy;
6:
else
7:
The policy with the lower p is better;
8: else
9:
The policy with the lower t is better;
10: Schedule jobs according to the better policy.
this strategy is called the 1/e stopping rule, because the probability of stopping at
the best applicant with this strategy is about 1/e already for moderate values of n.
One reason why the secretary problem has received so much attention is that the
optimal policy for the problem (the stopping rule) is simple and selects the single
best candidate about 37% of the time, irrespective of whether there are 100 or 100
million applicants. In fact, for any value of n, the probability of selecting the best
candidate when using the optimal policy is at least 1/e.
Let Wj denote the probability of winning using an optimal rule among rules that
pass up the first j applicants. Then Wj Wj+1 , since the rule best among those that
pass up the first j + 1 applicants is available among the rules that pass up only the
first j applicants. It is optimal to stop with a candidate at stage j if j/nWj . This
means that if it is optimal to stop with a candidate at j, then it is optimal to stop
with a candidate at j + 1, since (j + 1)/n > j/nWj Wj+1 . Therefore, an optimal rule
may be found among the rules of the following form, Nr for some r1: Nr : Reject the
first r1 applicants and then accept the next relatively best applicant, if any. Such a
rule is called a threshold rule with threshold r. The probability of win using Nr is
n
n
X
1r−1
r−1X 1
=
Pr =
n
i
−
1
n i=1 i − 1
k=r
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(3.3-6)

3.4
3.4.1

Algorithms
Dominance Policy and Shared Policy

The offloading controller uses a greedy strategy to make the offloading decision.
Every time an offloadable task is initiated, the offloading controller determines if
it is beneficial to offload it. Because of the uncertainties inherent in the mobile
environment, the offloading decision takes risk into consideration. In case a bad
decision has been made, it will also adjust its strategy with new information available.
There are two main scheduling policies: (1) The dominance scheduling policy
allocates a job with as many slots as possible to greedily achieve an early finishing
time for each job. (2) The shared scheduling policy allocates as many jobs as possible
on available machines. Here we assume a job can be executed by the way of parallel
speedup. Nowadays, most cloud service providers use the FIFO scheduler. There are
other advanced schedulers like priority scheduler [37] and small job first scheduler,
which show good performance in minimizing the average completion time of jobs.
These schedulers all use the dominance scheduling policy allocating a job with as
many slots as possible to greedily achieve an early finishing time for each job.
Actually, sometimes the shared scheduling is equal to or better than the dominance
scheduling policy, because of the sublinear speedup. For example, in Fig. 3.4, there
are 2 jobs; assume the processing time for each task with 4 slots is 2 for each, and
the the processing time for each task with 2 slots is 3 for each. Then the average
completion times of different policies are equal in this example. But the shared policy
has a lower machine time, and it has a lower utility cost than the other. In this section,
we provide several algorithms trying to maximize the overall utility. We first consider
two special cases, in which either time cost or rent price is more important than the
other aspect for the utility cost.
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Algorithm 2 P riceF irst
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
avg
1: Compute td and pd for the dominance scheduling policy;
and ps for the shared scheduling policy;
2: Compute tavg
s
3: if pd = ps then
= tavg
then
4:
if tavg
s
d
5:
Apply tie-breaking rules to find a better policy;
6:
else
7:
The policy with the lower t is better;
8: else
9:
The policy with the lower p is better;
10: Schedule jobs according to the better policy.
3.4.2

Time First and Price First

In some cases, users only care about the time, and pay little attention to the rent
price. Therefore, we should minimize the time cost first, then consider minimizing
the machine rent price. If the processing speed S(m) of m machines is linearly
proportioned to m, then ti =
and

wi
kmi

wi
kmi

+ tstart
. This is because tstart
is the waiting time,
i
i

is the processing time of jobi . To minimize the overall time cost of all jobs,

we need to consider minimizing the waiting time and the processing time of each
job. We try to maximize the number of parallel machines for each job to minimize
the processing time for each job. What’s more, for different jobs we should apply
the smallest remaining workload first policy to order the processing sequence of jobs
to minimize the average waiting time. The fact is that the processing speed of a
job is not always linearly related to the number of machines. Fortunately, if the
processing speed is superlinearly related to the number of machines, we also want
to use the maximum number of machines for each job and schedule the jobs with
small workloads first. However, this kind of policy may not get the minimum utility
cost when the speedup pattern is sublinear. Although we try to minimize each job’s
completion time, it might generate a very large overall completion time. Here we
assume w1 ≤ w2 ≤ ... ≤ wn are the workloads of n jobs in a batch, and n ≤ M .
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Our policy still follows the idea of the shortest workload job first rule. We define
td1 , td2 , ..., tdn as the finishing times of n jobs for the dominance policy. The average
finishing time for the dominance scheduling policy is,
tavg
= (td1 + (td1 + td2 ) + ... + (td1 + td2 + ... + tdn ))/n
d
= (ntd1 + (n − 1)td2 + ... + tdn )/n

(3.4-7)

= (nw1 + (n − 1)w2 + ... + wn )/(nS(M ))
The average finishing time for the shared scheduling policy is

tavg
=
s

X

wi /(n × S(

M
))
n

(3.4-8)

When a tie-breaking decision is needed, we need to consider the rent machine
price as well. And there are some other tie breaking rules, such as uniform random
selection; this considers the rent cost of machines of the dominance policy.
M × S(1) ×
pd =
S(M )

P

wi

(3.4-9)

The rent cost of machines of the shared policy is shown as,
P
M × S(1) × wi
ps =
n × S(M/n)
3.4.3

(3.4-10)

Utility-based Scheduling

The intuition of this policy is to find the proper number of machines for each job
with the maximal utility. Jobs should follow the order of the smallest workload first
policy then determine the processing sequence. In order to maximize the utility, we
need to minimize the total utility cost U ctotal . For jobi we assume that the number
of machines used does not changed during the processing, and all M machines are
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Algorithm 3 Group U tility − single size
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
1: for g from 1 to maximum number of machines M do
2:
Set g = bN/M c as the number of jobs in all groups, except the last group. The
number of jobs in the last group is glast = N − gbN/M c;
3:
Group all the jobs in their workloads. The jobs with smaller workloads arranged
in the earlier processing
P group;
4:
Compute total U = (Bi − U ci ) of the all group;
5: Compare and find out the best number of jobs for each group. Schedule jobs in
groups with that number.
fully utilized. As we known U ci = pi + b × ti , our objective function can be written
as follows.
U ctotal =

N
X

N
X
U ci =
(pi + b × ti )

i

(3.4-11)

i

Here, we use the overfitting function of the processing speed to find the best mi . As
S(mi ) = k × mi × αmi −1 , the total cost of jobi is

U ctotal

n
X
=
(wi (ami + b)/S(mi ) + btstart
)
i
i

=

n
X

(3.4-12)

(wi (ami + b)/(kmi α

mi −1

)+

btstart
)
i

i

A naive way is to schedule jobs one by one. Each job is greedily allocated the
optimal number of machines. The computation complexity is O(N ). Here, N is the
total number of jobs. However, this algorithm is actually too bad to use. It is often
the case that one job will use up all the machines at a time. The waiting time for
the following machines will aggregate. However, the greedy algorithm of scheduling
jobs one by one can be easily extended to the scheduling policy for a group of jobs to
get a better performance with the sacrifice of time complexity of the algorithm. We
assume that the number of jobs in a group j is gj , and n ≤ M . The total number of
P
groups is J. It is clear that Jj gj = N .
Here we provide three group utility algorithms. For the first one, we assume all
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groups have the same size, which means all groups contains the same number of
jobs. The complexity of this algorithm is O(M N ), which is quite small. But the
restriction of having the same size for each group is too strong. The second group
utility algorithm is the all-sizes algorithm. In contrast to the single size algorithm,
it considers all the possible group sizes. Although it may get a very good result, it
is very time consuming to enumerate all the possible combinations of group sizes.
The worst time complexity of this algorithm is O(M !N ). Since both the single size
algorithm and the all-sizes algorithm have some obvious drawbacks, we provide the
greedy size algorithm to make a balance between performance and time complexity.
The idea of the greedy size algorithm is to greedily determine the number of jobs in
each group. The worst time complexity of this algorithm is O(M N ).

3.5
3.5.1

Experiments
Experiment Settings

One thing that stands out is that, in general, the more runs of a job that occur,
the faster that job runs. While a job does not always get better with every run, the
general trend is for jobs to run faster after a few runs. We believe that there are
some likely reasons for this to occur. The first reason that this may happen is due
to the fact that the jobs may already have their data loaded into memory. Since the
jobs have just recently been run within the cluster, their data still may be present in
RAM. This could mean we could see a substantial increase in speed.
Another reason this might occur is because the Hadoop scheduler might be getting
used to the job and the data. It is an adaptive and flexible scheduler. Due to this,
the more that we run the job with the same data, the more it may adapt to both this
data and this job. Unfortunately, determining the exact cause of this will take more
time than what is available for this chapter. Therefore all we are able to do is give
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(a) Time Cost

(b) Rent Cost

(c) Utility Cost

Figure 3.5: Simulation results of 3 algorithms under hybrid speedup pattern.
our reasoning as to why this might have occurred. The second thing that we noticed
is that the consistency from run to run seemed to increase with the number of nodes.
Next, we evaluate our algorithm using real-world access traces [38].

3.5.2

Evaluation Results

It is clear that the price first policy has very large time cost compared to other
policies, and the time first policy has the lowest time cost. The reason is that the
price first policy always use a few machines with minimal cost for every job, so there
are many machines unassigned when the number of jobs are very small. However,
when combining both time and rent cost, neither the price first policy nor the time
first policy are the best. What’s more, we find that optimal stopping policy share
similar property as price first policy. Thus, we only provide time first policy in Fig.
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(a) Time Cost

(b) Rent Cost

(c) Utility Cost

Figure 3.6: Trace-based results of 3 algorithms under hybrid speedup pattern.
3.5 and Fig. 3.6.
In Fig. 3.5(a) and Fig. 3.6(a), the average finishing time increase with the increasing number of requests on each machine. Obviously, more machines will decrease the
average finishing time of a job. But there is a another trend that the total rent cost
increase with more requests added on each machine as shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig.
6(b). Obviously, adding more machines cannot help decreasing the rent cost. Here we
need to balance the rent cost increase and time cost increase. The overall utility cost
is shown in Fig. 3.5(c) and Fig. 3.6(c). Here we use the Word Count application for
all experiments. The data set for Fig. 3.6 consists of 8 access traces, each of which is
composed of access requests in 2 days. We use these time stamps of access requests
as the start time of mobile applications on various mobile devices. We evaluate the
performance through simulation. The average number of requests from the same user
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is very low in the traces, indicating extremely high cost of CloneCloud.
From our experiment, the proper scheduling policy might avoid using only one
machine, which provides a high cost of time and price. It might also try to assign
each job with the number of machines in the good speed range (linear or superlinear range). Once the range is settled, the utility-based policy can be applied. The
utility-based policy is now a batch launch policy; the number of jobs started in a
batch is decided by the proper speed range of parallel machines and the total number
of machines. Then the utility-based shifting scheduling policy will decide which kind
of scheduling method is good for those jobs in a batch. Then we test our algorithms
by using the results we get from the real traces. Three algorithms are shown in Fig.
3.6. As a result, the utility-based policy is powerful in maximizing the utility gains
of the cloud clusters.

3.6

Conclusion

We consider the design and analysis utility-based scheduler in the cloud environment. Unlike all existing works, we propose the notion of the utility for the Virtual
Machine management. Next, we investigate the parallel speedup pattern in the cloud
clusters. After that, we propose several scheduling algorithms based on the idea of
the time cost and rent price. Then we introduce the policy shifting scheduling algorithm, provided with bounded performance against the optimal one. Motivated by
the previous scheduling policies, we provide the three utility-based algorithms. All
three algorithms are for batched start group jobs, but each method has its unique
pros and cons. Our experimental results demonstrate that our algorithms can achieve
very good average utility in the given settings. The model presented here opens the
door for an in-depth study of how to schedule in the presence of phase overlapping.
There are a wide variety of open questions remaining with respect to the design of
algorithms that minimize response time.
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CHAPTER 4

TOWARDS MAKESPAN TASK ALLOCATION

Nowadays, data centers suffer from resource limitations in both the limited bandwidth resources on the links and the computing capability on the servers, which
triggers a variety of resource management problems. In this chapter, we discuss one
classic resource allocation problem: task allocation in data centers. That is, given
a set of tasks with different makespans, how to schedule these tasks into the data
center to minimize the average makespan. Due to the tradeoff between locality and
load balancing, along with the multi-layer topology of data centers, it is extremely
time consuming to obtain an optimal result. To deal with the multi-layer topology, we
first study a simple case of one-layer cluster and discuss the optimal solution. After
that, we propose our hierarchical task allocation algorithm for multi-layer clusters.
Evaluation results prove the high efficiency of our algorithm.

4.1

Introduction

Generally speaking, a task usually consists of two parts: the computation workloads and the communication traffic. Different tasks running in the data center will
compete for computing capability on the servers and bandwidth resources on the
links. Obviously, to minimize the duration of communication traffic, locality is one
important factor that we need to take into consideration. That is, we need to place
the tasks as close to each other as possible, in order to lower the hops of communication between tasks. Furthermore, the tasks running in the same server will not need
communication traffic between each other due to the internal communication within
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the server.
However, the bandwidth capacity of each link is limited. More tasks running under
the same link will lead to the lower average bandwidth allocated to each task, which
will decrease the communication speed and increase the communication duration.
What is worse, the computing capability of a server is limited. If tasks are packed
together, it will also reduce the computing capability allocated to each task. With
the degraded computation speed, the computation workloads will take more time to
complete.
On the other hand, if we apply load-balancing and allocate the tasks evenly to
the servers, the computing speed of each task can be maximized [20]. However,
the geographically separated tasks need more hops to communicate with each other.
With the limited bandwidth resources on the links, load-balancing will considerably
lengthen the communication time. Therefore, there is a tradeoff between the locality
and load balancing.

4.2

Task Model

In our model, each task can be separated into three parts: the pre-computation
part, the computation part and the post-computation part, as shown in Figure 4.1.
Here, we study the homogeneous task inputs. That is, all the tasks share the same
pre-computation, communication, and post-computation workloads. To normalize
these different types of workloads, we consider the situation that there are two tasks
running in the data center and they are allocated to two servers under the same
switch. Then we define the normalized time for each step as the time those two
task go through each step, which is noted as α, 2β, and γ time units, respectively.
Here we use 2β for two tasks communicating at the same time. If there is only one
task fully using the bandwidth resource during the communication period, then its
communication time is β.
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Pre-Compute

Communication

Post-Compute

Figure 4.1: Task model
Obviously, when α + γ  β, the communication time can be neglected. Then the
best choice is load-balancing and to evenly divide the input tasks into the servers. On
the other hand, when α + γ  β, the pre-computation and post-computation time
can be neglected. Therefore, the best allocation scheme is to try to put all tasks into
one server to minimize the communication cost.
We assume that all the tasks will start their pre-computation part at the same
time. After finishing the pre-computation part, a taski will try to communicate with
another taskj . However, due to the different completion times of the pre-computation
parts of different tasks, taskj might not finish its pre-computation part. Then, taski
must wait for the taskj to complete its pre-computation, and then, they can carry on
the communication part with each other. After the communication part is finished,
taski will start to complete its post-computation. Thus, the total makespan of a
single taski is the sum of pre-computation time, waiting time, communication time,
and post-computation time.

4.3

Problem Formulation

In this section, we formulate the average makespan minimization task allocation
problem in data centers with the topology of a multi-layer binary tree. The data
center configuration is semi-homogeneous, as shown in Figure 4.2. Each server has
the same computing capability of C. Also, each link of the same layer has the same
bandwidth capacity: Lk (the k th layer link bandwidth capacity). However, the upper
layer links have twice the bandwidth capacities than the lower layer links, i.e., L1 =
2L2 = 4L3 . The links capacities only differ between layers, we refer to this as the semi-
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homogeneous configuration, which is widely used to ease upper-layer link congestion.
Our objective is to minimize the average makespan of all the input tasks, which can
be expressed below:

makespan(i) = pre(i) + wait(i) + commun(i) + post(i)
PN
i

makespan =

makespan(i)
N

(4.3-1)

(4.3-2)

In Equation (2), makespan(i) is the makespan of taski , pre(i) is the pre-computation
time of taski , wait(i) is the waiting time between pre-computation and communication, commun(i) is the communication time of taski , post(i) is the post-computation
time of taski . N is the total number of the tasks running in the system. Therefore,
we tried to design a good task allocation scheme to minimize the average makespan
of the input tasks.
Considering that the server’s computing capability is steady and limited, then the
speed of computation is inversely proportional to the number of tasks computed at
this time on this server.
Considering that the bandwidth is equally shared by different tasks communicating through the link, then the communication speed is also inversely proportional to
the number of tasks communicating between the servers.
In this chapter, we study a simple case, in which the bandwidth resources are
equally allocated to each task. In that case, given the the link bandwidth capacity B,
the bandwidth allocated to each task is

B
,
x

where x is the number of tasks go through

that link.
Take one server to analyze. Assume there are x tasks in the server. Take f1 (i, x)
to be the time it takes taski to finish its first step in the server, where x is the number
of tasks running on this server. Then we have:
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Figure 4.2: Tree-based network topology

f1 (1, x) = f1 (2, x) = · · · = f1 (x, x) = xα

(4.3-3)

Equation (3) indicates that first step finish time of the first task finished in the
first step is proportional to the the number of tasks running on the server. This
is due to the fact that, tasks on the same server evenly sharing the computation
resources. It also shows the finish time of the first step is equal for every task when
the pre-computation workload is identical.
Define f2 (t, x) as the number of tasks that have finished step 1 in the server at
the time point of t. The we can get

f2 (t, x) =




0

if t < αx



x if t ≥ αx
t is the time from the the start of the pre-communication.
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(4.3-4)

Request <N Tasks>
Switch

Link Capacity: L
Physical
Machine
Computing Capability: C
Figure 4.3: One-layer cluster

4.4

A one-layer cluster study

With N tasks accepted into the cluster, consider the simple case of two servers with
a switch above them, as shown in Figure 4.3. Since all the tasks are homogeneous, we
assume that, without loss of generality, we place x tasks in the left server, and leave
N − x tasks to the right server, and x ≥ N − x. Due to the symmetry of binary-trees,
there are, at most, d N2 e different ways to allocate the tasks into two servers as the
value of x increase from d N2 e to N .
Let p(t, x) be the probability of a task available for a communication step at time
point t, with x tasks in the server.

p(t, x) =

f2 (t, x)
x

(4.4-5)

We assume a task will randomly choose another task to communicate with. Then
the probability of taski and taskj , both being available to communicate with each
other at time point t is pi (t) × pj (t). In the one-layer binary tree model, there are
only 2 possible relationships of taski and taskj , either in the same server, or in the
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different servers. Let f3 (t, x) be the number of tasks able to start communication at
time t in this one-layer cluster, then we can figure out:

f3 (t, x) = x × p(t, x) + (N − x) × p(t, N − x)

(4.4-6)

The internal traffic of tasks running on the same server will introduce no communication cost. If two tasks communicate in the same server, then their communication
time will be ignored. Therefore, our focus is located on the traffic between tasks on
different servers. Since the allocated bandwidth of tasks on the two servers might be
different, we adopt the minimal one as the bottleneck of communication. However, if
there are only two servers in the cluster, all the traffic outside the servers go through
both sides of the switch. Then the outbound link bandwidth will be equally shared
for both links, when they have the same communication capacities.
Let f4 (t, x) be the number of tasks the have finished the communication part
at time t, with x tasks in the left server, and N − x tasks in the right server. The
average number of tasks communicating between the two servers at time t is f3 (t, x)−
f4 (t, x). For a taski communicating with a task on the other server, let tsc (i) be the
communication starting time of taski , tf c (i) be the communication finishing time of
taski . Then we can get the constrains as follow

Z

tf c (i)

tsc (i)

f3 (tsc (i), x) = i

(4.4-7)

f4 (tf c (i), x) = i

(4.4-8)

1
dt =
f3 (t, x) − f4 (t, x)

Z
0

β

1
dt = β
1

(4.4-9)

Let f5 (t, x) be the number of tasks that have finished all the three parts ( precomputation, communication and post-computation) at time t. We further assume
that f5L (t, x) is the number of tasks that have finished on the left server at time t,
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Figure 4.4: Abstraction process
and let f5R (t, x) be the number of tasks that have finished on the right server at time
t. Similarly, we can split f4 (t, x) into f4L (t, x) and f4R (t, x). Likewise, let tspc (i) be
the post-computation starting time of taski , and let tf pc (i) be the post-computation
time of taski , and taskj can be either in the left or right server. Then, we can get

f4L (t, x) =

f4 (t, x) × x
N

(4.4-10)

f4 (t, x) × (N − x)
N
Z γ
1
1
dt =
dt = γ
f4L (t, x) − f5L (t, x)
0 1

f4R (t, x) =
Z

tf pc (i)

tspc (i)

(4.4-11)
(4.4-12)

or
Z

tf pc (i)

tspc (i)

1
dt =
f4R (t, x) − f5R (t, x)

Z
0

γ

1
dt = γ
1

f5L (t, x) = f5L (t, x) + f5R (t, x)

(4.4-13)
(4.4-14)

Apparently, by solving f5 (t, x) = i, i = 1, 2, ..., N , we can get the finish time
of each task, say t1 (x), t2 (x), ..., tN (x). Then the object is to minimize the average
makespan of tasks, which is

t1 (x)+t2 (x)+...+tN (x)
.
N

Thus, given a one-layer cluster with

2 servers and N tasks, traverse all the possibilities to partition the N tasks into 2
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servers. Since two servers are identical, we just need to choose x from d N2 e to N for
one server, and N − x for the other one. Since all the tasks are identical, then the
complexity will be O(N ). Then, we choose the best number to be put in the left
server as x, remaining N − x tasks will be put in the right server in the one-layer
cluster.

4.5

Multi-layer cluster Study

Given a binary tree multi-layer cluster with M servers and N task requests, we
can get the optimal allocation scheme by traversing all the possibilities to partition
the N tasks into M servers; however, it will be extremely time-consuming. Due to
the NP-hardness of this problem [18], there is no optimal solution in polynomial time.
However, based on the optimal results of the one-layer cluster, we can generalize this
solution to multi-layer clusters, which has a considerably low time complexity.
For the bottom-layer access switches, we can view them as the root of a onelayer binary cluster, and try to abstract it into a single node. Each server under the
access switch shares the same computing capability of C, and the sum of computing
capabilities under the access switch is 2C. Since the upper-layer links have twice
the bandwidth resources as the lower layers; therefore, we can view this 2C as the
accumulative computing capability of the abstraction node.
Based on this abstraction of the bottom-layer switch, we are able to abstract the
entire multi-layer cluster to a one-layer cluster in a similar way. For each layer’s switch
connecting two sub-trees from the bottom to top, we can view it as the root of a onelayer binary cluster, and try to abstract it into a single node. Upon reaching the root
switch at the top, the whole multi-layer cluster is abstracted into a one-layer cluster.
We can see that our abstraction process misses no information. For abstraction nodes
with the same accumulative computing capability, the inner structure of the original
sub-trees are the same. We can see that, in Fig. 4.4, two servers with two lower41

layer links are abstracted into a single node of accumulative computing capability of
2GHz. Both abstraction nodes with a computing capability of 2GHz share the same
configuration of the original abstracted one-layer sub-tree.

4.5.0.1

Computing capability Sharing of Multi-layer Clusters

The accumulative computing capability of the abstraction node is equally divided
by all tasks allocated in this node.

4.5.0.2

Bandwidth Sharing of Multi-layer Clusters

For multi-layer clusters, the upper-layer link is connecting with a subtree with
multiple servers. The link bandwidth would be equally divided by all tasks under
that sub-tree.

4.5.0.3

Hierarchical Task Allocation Algorithm

With the abstraction of a multi-layer cluster into a one-layer cluster, we can use
the optimal solution for a one-layer cluster. Based on that result, we propose our
hierarchical task placement algorithm.
Given N input tasks, our algorithm can be divided into two steps. First, for each
switch at each layer from bottom to top, the accumulative computing capability of
the abstraction node rooted at that switch is calculated.
Second, for each switch connecting two sub-trees at each layer from top to bottom,
recursively allocate the input tasks into the its two sub-trees according to our optimal
one-layer solution. Upon finishing the bottom-layer switch (access switch), all the
tasks are allocated into the servers. We summarize our algorithm in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 4 Hierarchical Task Allocation Algorithm
Input: The links capacity and servers computing capability; Task requests hN i
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

for layer i=1 to N do
for all switches in layer i do
Calculate the accumulative capacity for each switch connecting two sub-trees
in the layer
if input tasks could be accepted then
for layer j=N to 1 do
for all switches in layer j do
Optimally allocate the given number of tasks to this subtree
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(c) α = 45, β = 2, γ = 15

Figure 4.5: Performance comparisons of average makespan vs. the value of α
Our algorithm takes two loops. The first is the abstraction from bottom layer to
top, and the second is the allocation from top to bottom. For the first loop, each
switch at each layer is abstracted. For a K layers cluster, the total number of switch
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is

PK−1
k=1

k. Suppose we have M servers at the bottom, then M = 2K . Therefore,

it takes O(M ) for the first loop of abstraction process. In the second loop, for each
layer, our algorithm takes O(N ) time to calculate the optimal solution, based on the
discussion in Section V. In the K-layer cluster, it takes O(KN ) for the allocation
process. In sum, the total time complexity of our algorithm is O(KN + M ), which is
very efficient.
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(c) α = 15, β = 4, γ = 15

Figure 4.6: Performance comparisons of average makespan vs. the value of β

4.6

Evaluations

In this section, we evaluate our proposed algorithm in the case of a 2-layer binary
tree data center. We made comparisons with our proposed algorithm with the optimal
brute force algorithm and the random allocation algorithm. We produce the optimal
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solution by programs that traverse all the possibilities dividing the N inputs into M
servers. The random allocation algorithm is generated by putting random number of
tasks into different servers.
We evaluate the average makespan of our algorithm under three groups of simulations on the average total completion time. As shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7,
our proposed algorithm is very close to the optimal one, which is much better than
the random algorithm.

4.6.1

Simulation Settings

• Group 1: We select the α to be 2, 15 and 45 separately. And we set β, γ as 2
and 15. The bandwidth of links in each layer is equal. Task numbers go from 1
to 15.
• Group 2: We select the β to be 1, 2 and 4 separately. We also set α, γ as 15
and 15. The bandwidth of links in each layer is equal. Task numbers go from 1
to 15.
• Group 3: We select the γ to be 2, 15 and 45 separately. We also set β, α as 2
and 15. The bandwidth of links in each layer is equal. Task numbers go from 1
to 15.

4.6.2

Simulation Results

The results for the three groups of simulations are shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6, and
4.7. From those, we can see that when the number of tasks grows, the proposed
algorithm’s performance will deviate from that of the optimal one. However, the
proposed solution does not deviate far from the optimal solution, and still follows
the growing pattern of the optimal solution. Besides that, we still have the following
observations:
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1. For different pre-computation times (α), as shown in Figure 4.5, when the precomputation time grows, the proposed algorithm’s performance will deviate
farther from that of the optimal one.
2. For different communication times (β), as shown in Figure 4.6, when the communication time grows, the difference between the proposed algorithm’s average
makespan and that of the optimal one will grow slowly.
3. For different post-computation times (γ), as shown in Figure 4.7, when the
post-computation time grows, the the proposed algorithm’s performance will
be closer to that of the optimal one.
As it is shown, the post-computation does not have the same influence as the
pre-computation time or communication time does. One reason is that the postcomputation is independent with the waiting time. Notably, the waiting time can
inevitably increase the makespan of a task. Therefore, it makes sense for the precomputation time to contribute more deviation than the post-computation time does.
The smaller portion of the pre-computation time the better performance will be. The
other reason is that our proposed algorithm will loss some information about the
bandwidth during the abstraction step. Also, the more congestion in the bandwidth
resources, the larger the difference between the proposed solution and the optimal
solution will be. However, even the performance varies with the ratio of α : β : γ, our
proposed algorithm is still much better than the random one.
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Figure 4.7: Performance comparisons of average makespan vs. the value of γ

4.7

Conclusion

In this chapter, we study the classic task allocation problem in the data center,
which is now suffering from both the limited bandwidth resources and computing
capabilities. Compared to the previous work, we focus on the tradeoff between locality
and load balancing. To minimize the makespan of input tasks into the multi-layer
data center, we first study the one-layer cluster and discuss the optimal solution.
After that, we propose our hierarchical task allocation algorithm to deal with the
multi-layer cluster. The evaluation results show the high efficiency of our algorithm.
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CHAPTER 5

UTILITY-BASED VM ASSIGNMENT

The problem of Virtual Machine (VM) assignment in cloud computing is getting
more and more attention each year. In this paper, we introduce the utility cost model,
which combines both job time cost and the VM rent cost in the Cloud Scenarios. We
investigate the interrelationship between the time cost and the VM rent cost, and formalize it as the parallel speedup pattern. We firstly propose the time first algorithm
only considering the time cost, with the objective of minimizing the average completion time of all job. Additionally, we propose the price first algorithm, which focus
on minimizing the rent cost. Based on that two algorithms, we introduce the policy
shifting scheduling algorithm, which combines both time cost and rent price at the
same time. We then formulate three group-based algorithms by adopting the idea of
minimizing the utility cost. There are also time complexity and performance tradeoffs
among the three group-based algorithms. Our experimental results demonstrate that
our algorithms can achieve very good average utility gains in the real setting.

5.1

Introduction

Cloud computing architectures have received increased attention in recent years.
Cloud providers take advantage of virtualization technologies to gain economic advantages from underutilized IT resources. Although the cloud data centers are increasingly larger, the number of jobs running in the cloud also grows explosively. Most of
these jobs can be processed by multiple VMs in parallel. Thus, the VM resource is
still limited. A good VM assignment strategy, which determines the number of VMs
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for each parallel job, is really needed.
A fundamental aspect for cloud providers is reducing data center costs while guaranteeing the promised Service Level Agreement (SLA) [36] to cloud consumers. Current virtualization technology offers the ability to easily relocate a virtual machine
from one host to another without shutting it down, thus giving the opportunity to
dynamically optimize the placement with a small impact on performance. Several recent works [39] [40] addressed the VM assignment problem by minimizing the average
finishing time of jobs assigned to machines, and several algorithms [41] [42] have been
proposed with the objective of maximizing the utilization of the virtual machines.
However, to the best of our knowledge, there is no proposal, explicitly considering
both time cost and VM rent cost together. What’s more, the average finishing time of
the jobs and rent cost of VM are interrelated. However, most of the previous studies
seem to focus on either the execution time of the MapReduce jobs or the machine
rent cost of the cloud providers, abiding by the distinct difference between them but
ignoring the dependence therein.
The problem of cost reduction becomes even more complex when considering
a relationship between the processing speed of a job and the number of processing
machines. Indeed, in cloud computing, the speedup pattern is not simply linear. CPU,
memory and I/O resources will all influence the job processing speed. It becomes more
challenging when a large number of jobs are competing for these resources.
It is clear that only considering time cost or machine rent cost is not good enough.
The utility of the MapReduce jobs, which combines both job makespan and type of
machine, has not been carefully studied. What’s more, due to the complexity of the
speedup patterns of the real cloud clusters, the scheduling policies should either adapt
to the changing pattern or be more robust.
This chapter focuses on the utility-based virtual machine assignment issue in the
MapReduce framework [43]. MapReduce is a programming model and an associ-
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Figure 5.1: Utility Cost Model
ated implementation for processing and generating large data sets with a parallel,
distributed algorithm on a cluster. MapReduce has a number of implementations.
Hadoop is a popular open source realization. Usually, a typical MapReduce job includes both MapTasks and ReduceTasks. Each MapTask generates intermediate data
in key-value pairs after taking a block of input data. Then, ReduceTasks fetch these
intermediate data according to keys through the copy/shuffle phase, and proceed to
the reduce phase after receiving all the intermediate results. The management of
computing resources is done through the allocation of job slots; each slot only permits a single job to be launched. For the reasons above, the number of machines for
each job are not flexible for the Reduce phase. We will study the Virtual Machine
assignment problem of the map phase in this chapter.
Our main contribution of this chapter is inviting the Utility Cost Model as shown
in Fig. 5.1, which combine both time cost and machine rent price cost. In the
traditional model, only time cost or the machine cost was considered separately in the
virtual machine placement issues. The time cost in our model is related to time length
of each job, which is further influenced by the processing speed and job workloads.
The machine rent price cost is determined by the number of machines been used
and the using time length of each machine. VMs are also limited, which make the
assignment problem more difficult. We also provide multiple efficient algorithms to
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maximize the utility gains in the cloud settings.

5.2

Model Description

In this chapter, we study the problem of VM assignment with the classic MapReduce model. We will first illustrate our processing speed model, which plays an
important role as a bridge between the time cost and the number of machines. Then
we provide the notion of utility, which clarifies the objective of our VM assignment
strategy in the cloud scenarios. Take MapReduce for example; there are thousands of
MapTasks for each job request. For simplicity, we assume that every virtual machine
is the same, with the same computing capacity and unit rent price. We also assume
that all jobs arrive at the same time. In our algorithm, deadlines of jobs are not
considered.

5.2.1

Machine Rent Models

For the machine rent models, we introduce the overall machine time. First, we
take a look at the price model on the market. Amazon Web Services [44] provides
a complete set of Cloud Computing services that enable one to build sophisticated,
scalable applications. The basic idea is to pay only for what you use. There is usually
no minimum fee. There are three different purchasing models that give customers the
flexibility to optimize their costs. On-Demand Instances allow one to pay a fixed rate
by the hour with no commitment; for Reserved Instances, one pays a low, one-time
fee and in turn receive a significant discount on the hourly charge for that instance;
Spot Instances enable one to bid whatever price she/he want for instance capacity.
In this chapter, we focus on the On-Demand Instances, which let users pay for
computation capacity by the hour with no long-term commitments or upfront payments. Users can increase or decrease their computation capacity depending on the
demands of their applications and only pay the specified hourly rate for the instances
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they use. Thus, it is more flexible and interesting.
To better illustrate our model, we define the notion of the total machine time
of a job. First, we assume that the workload of jobi is wi , and mi is the number
of machines for jobi . We assume all VMs have the same property, and each job is
processed by multiple machines in parallel. Thus, we assume that a job starts and
finishes at the same time for each VM running it. So they have the same processing
time as wi /S(mi ) for jobi . The total machine time M time of a job is the summary of
the processing time on each machine. Then the total machine time of jobi is stated
as follows.
M timei = wi × mi /S(mi )

(5.2-1)

For the On-Demand Instances, the machine rent cost is linearly related to the total
machine time. We define the rent price of virtual machines as pi for jobi , a is a
constant coefficient representing the price for renting each machine per unit time.

pi = a × M timei = a × wi × mi /S(mi )

5.2.2

(5.2-2)

Utility Model

The utility cost model is shown in Fig. 5.1. We extend the utility-based routing
model from economics to cloud computing; we assume Bi is the benefit of completing
a request, pi is the service price, and ti is the finishing time of job request i. It should
be noted that there are many time cost models. However, the common thing among
most of the time models is that longer the time makespan is, higher the cost.
Since jobi may not be the first job to start, we define the start time of jobi as tstart
,
i
so the processing time of of jobi is wi /s(mi ). The relationship between the workload
R ti
S(mi (t))dt. However, the number of machines
and the processing speed is wi = tstart
i

can not be changed in the Hadoop configuration. The finishing time of jobi can be
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transferred as follows.
ti = wi /s(mi ) + tstart
i

(5.2-3)

We first define U ci = pi + b × ti as the utility cost of jobi . Then we define the
Utility of jobi as Ui = Bi − U ci = Bi − pi − b × ti . Here b is the coefficient representing
the utility cost of a unit time of a job. It can be seen that the user is willing to give
up response time in exchange for service price without any satisfaction change. Then
we assume that the benefit of completing a request is proportional to the workload
of a job. We define the coefficient B as the utility benefit per unit workload, then
Bi = B × wi as the benefit from finishing a request.
Therefore, the utility function of a job request can be rewritten as,
Ui = Bi − pi − b × ti
= Bwi − awi mi /S(mi ) − bwi /S(mi ) − btstart
i

(5.2-4)

= wi (B − ami /S(mi ) − b/S(mi )) − btstart
i
There are also constraints for machines and processing times. We assume that the
P
number of machines are limited as ni=1 mi (t) ≤ M , where M is the total number
of machines. Therefore, there must be a performance tradeoff between price and
time, when the processing speed is not linearly related to the number of machines.
If one wants to finish earlier with more machines, he has to suffer a higher price.
With the consideration of fairness, we hope that everyone can find the best trade off
between the price and time, and at the same time meet the deadline requirement.
P
Our objective to maximize the overall utility of all users, which is U = Ui .
When the processing speed is linearly increasing with the number of processing
machines, the processing speed of a job with m machines is S(m) = k × m. Then
it becomes the malleable scheduling problem [45]. Therefore, the utility function can
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be rewritten as,
Ui = Bwi − akwi mi /S(mi ) − bti
= Bwi − akwi mi /kmi − bti

(5.2-5)

= Bwi − awi − bti = (B − a)wi − bti
From the equation above, we can see that the rent price for each job is fixed. To
maximize the overall utility is equal to minimizing the average completion time.
In the sublinear speedup pattern and the superlinear speedup pattern, we assume
S(m) = k×m×αm−1 . Then the utility function becomes Ui = Bwi −akwi mi /S(mi )−
bti = Bwi − akwi mi /(kmi αmi −1 ) − bti = Bwi − awi − bti = (B − a)wi /αmi −1 − bti .
Here α 6= 1, since the processing speed cannot linearly increase with the number of
machines. Therefore, the utility of a job is not only determined by the job workload
wi and the finishing time ti , but also by the speedup pattern α and the number of
machines that have been used mi .
For the hybrid speedup patterns, the parallel speedup can change its pattern with
an increase of the number of machines. The tradeoff between the price and time
become the most complex in this situation. For example, the acceleration of the
parallel speed may first increase, then decrease, then increase in some circumstances.
This fluctuation presents the speedup pattern of superlinear plus sublinear plus linear
plus sublinear as shown in Fig. 5.3(c). This pattern has three changing points. From
the starting point to the first changing point, the rent price decreases with the number
of machines. After the first changing point, the rent price increases as the number
of machines increases, and keeps steady after the second changing point. Then the
rent price will increase again after the third changing point. In this case, the speedup
pattern plays a very important role in the utility function.
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Figure 5.2: Dominance
Scheduling
and Shared Scheduling

5.3

Figure 5.3: Utility Cost of Three
Utility-based Algorithms

Algorithms

Nowadays, most cloud service providers use the FIFO scheduler. There are other
advanced schedulers like priority scheduler [37] and small job first scheduler, which
show good performance in minimizing the average completion time of jobs. However,
these schedulers always allocate a job with as many slots as possible to greedily achieve
an early finishing time for each job. Actually, sometimes the shared scheduling is equal
to or better than the dominance scheduling policy. For example, in Fig. 5.2, there are
2 jobs; assume the processing time for each task with 4 slots is 2 for each, and the the
processing time for each task with 2 slots is 3 for each. Then the average completion
times of different policies are equal in this example. But the shared policy has a
lower machine time, and it has a lower utility cost than the other. In this section, we
provide several algorithms trying to maximize the overall utility. We first consider
two special cases, in which either time cost or rent price is more important than the
other aspect for the utility cost.
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Algorithm 5 T imeF irst
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
avg
1: Compute td and pd for the dominance scheduling policy;
and ps for the shared scheduling policy;
2: Compute tavg
s
avg
then
3: if td = tavg
s
4:
if pd = ps then
5:
Apply tie-breaking rules to find a better policy;
6:
else
7:
The policy with the lower p is better;
8: else
9:
The policy with the lower t is better;
10: Schedule jobs according to the better policy.
5.3.1

Time First and Price First

In some cases, users only care about the time, and pay little attention to the rent
price. Therefore, we should minimize the time cost first, then consider minimizing
the machine rent price.
If the processing speed S(m) of m machines is linearly proportioned to m, then
ti =

wi
kmi

+ tstart
. This is because tstart
is the waiting time, and
i
i

wi
kmi

is the processing

time of jobi . To minimize the overall time cost of all jobs, we need to consider
minimizing the waiting time and the processing time of each job. We try to maximize
the number of parallel machines for each job to minimize the processing time for each
job.
The fact is that the processing speed of a job is not always linearly related to
the number of machines. Fortunately, if the processing speed is superlinearly related
to the number of machines, we also want to use the maximum number of machines
for each job and schedule the jobs with small workloads first. However, this kind of
policy may not get the minimum utility cost when the speedup pattern is sublinear.
Although we try to minimize each job’s completion time, it might generate a very
large overall completion time. Here we assume w1 ≤ w2 ≤ ... ≤ wn are the workloads
of n jobs in a batch, and n ≤ M . Our policy still follows the idea of the shortest
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workload job first rule. We define td1 , td2 , ..., tdn as the finishing times of n jobs for the
dominance policy. The average finishing time for the dominance scheduling policy is,
tavg
= (td1 + (td1 + td2 ) + ... + (td1 + td2 + ... + tdn ))/n
d
= (ntd1 + (n − 1)td2 + ... + tdn )/n

(5.3-6)

= (nw1 + (n − 1)w2 + ... + wn )/(nS(M ))
The average finishing time for the shared scheduling policy is

tavg
=
s

X

wi /(n × S(

M
))
n

(5.3-7)

When a tie-breaking decision is needed, we need to consider the rent machine
price as well. And there are some other tie breaking rules, such as uniform random
selection; this considers the rent cost of machines of the dominance policy.
M × S(1) ×
pd =
S(M )

P

wi

(5.3-8)

The rent cost of machines of the shared policy is shown as,
P
M × S(1) × wi
ps =
n × S(M/n)

(5.3-9)

Our idea to try and find out the changing point for the dominance scheduling
policy and shared scheduling policy. Our time first algorithm are shown in Alg. 1.
In the worst case, we might always failed to choose the better policy; however, there
is a bound for the average finishing time.
Theorem 5.1. In the worst case, the average finishing time is max(2n/(n+1), S( M
)/S(M ))
n
times the optimal one.
Proof. In the worst case, we choose the wrong scheduling policy due to the lack
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of future knowledge. The ratio of average makespan of two scheduling algorithms
avg
is tavg
=
d /ts

(nw1 +(n−1)w2 +...+wn )/(nS(M ))
P
.
wi /(n∗S( M
))
n

If we always choose the sharing schedule

avg
=
policy, in the worst case, w1 = w2 = ... = wn and S( M
) = S(M )/n, then tavg
d /ts
n
(n+1)S( M
)
n
2S(M )

= (n + 1)/2n, and the bound is 2n/(n + 1). If we always choose the

dominance schedule policy, then the worst case is that w1 is much greater than the
avg
=
w2 , ..., wn , then tavg
d /ts

w1
/ w1
S(M ) S( M )
n

)/S(M ).
= S( M
n

In the case of users only caring about the price and paying little attention to
the time cost, we should minimize the price first, and consider the time cost latter.
Our price first algorithm are shown in Alg. 2. As we want to minimize the price
pi = a × wi × mi /S(mi ), we need to focus on the number of machines for each job.
For the linear speedup pattern, pi = a × wi /k, the price is fixed. For the superlinear
pattern, more machines for each job can generate lower prices. The best idea is to
maximize the number of machines for each job.
Things become more complex for the sublinear speedup pattern. For a given
workload, the more parallel machines for a job, the higher communication overhead
of it. Thus, we assign the minimum number of machines for each job for the sublinear
speedup pattern.
However, we can modify the scheduling policy based on this rule to decrease the
time cost without sacrificing the price too much. We schedule the jobs with the
shortest remaining workload first, and then apply the minimum number of machines
rule. This is because we know that the smallest remaining workload first policy is
good at minimizing the average completion time.

5.3.2

Policy Shifting Scheduling

As we known, the price first algorithm and the time first algorithm have failed
to combine both rent price and time cost together. Sometimes time cost is more
important and at other times rent price is more important for the unknown cloud
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Algorithm 6 P riceF irst
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
avg
1: Compute td and pd for the dominance scheduling policy;
and ps for the shared scheduling policy;
2: Compute tavg
s
3: if pd = ps then
= tavg
then
4:
if tavg
s
d
5:
Apply tie-breaking rules to find a better policy;
6:
else
7:
The policy with the lower t is better;
8: else
9:
The policy with the lower p is better;
10: Schedule jobs according to the better policy.
Algorithm 7 P olicyShif ting
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
avg
1: Compute td and pd for dominance scheduling policy;
2: Compute tavg
and ps for shared scheduling policy;
s
3: Compute and compare the utility cost of two policies;
4: Schedule jobs according to the better policy with lower utility cost.
setting. Our idea is trying to find out the better policy with higher utility gains or
lower utility cost instead. We need to decide whether we should change the scheduling
rules by monitoring the number of job requests in the cloud and their remaining
workloads.
Since we want to maximize the total utilities, it is equal to minimizing the combined utility cost of rent price and the average finishing time of all jobs. Therefore,
we compare the utility cost of dominance scheduling U cd = a × pd + b × tavg
with the
d
utility cost of shared scheduling U cs = a × ps + b × tavg
s , and apply the policy which
can provide a lower cost. The Policy Shifting Scheduling algorithm are shown in Alg.
3.
In the worst case, we might always failed to choose the better policy; however,
there is a bound for the average utility.
Theorem 5.2. In the worst case, the utility cost is
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Algorithm 8 Group U tility − single size
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
1: for g from 1 to maximum number of machines M do
2:
Set g = bN/M c as the number of jobs in all groups, except the last group. The
number of jobs in the last group is glast = N − gbN/M c;
3:
Group all the jobs in their workloads. The job smaller workload arranged in
the earlier processingPgroup;
4:
Compute total U = (Bi − U ci ) of the all group;
5: Compare and find out the best number of jobs for each group. Schedule jobs in
groups with that number.
a × max(2n/(n + 1), S( M
)/S(M )) + b × S( M
)/S(M )
n
n
times the optimal one.
Proof. In the worst case, we suffer both worst time cost and worst rent price at
the same time. According to theorem 1, we have the average finishing time as
)/S(M )). At the same time, the maximum price is S( M
)/S(M ).
max(2n/(n+1), S( M
n
n
)/S(M )) + b × S( M
)/S(M ).
So the worst utility cost is a × max(2n/(n + 1), S( M
n
n
5.3.3

Utility-based Scheduling

The intuition of this policy is to find the proper number of machines for each job
with the maximal utility. Jobs should follow the order of the smallest workload first
policy then determine the processing sequence. In order to maximize the utility, we
need to minimize the total utility cost U ctotal . For jobi we assume that the number
of machines used does not changed during the processing, and all M machines are
fully utilized. As we known U ci = pi + b × ti , our objective function can be written
as follows.
U ctotal =

N
X

N
X
U ci =
(pi + b × ti )

i

(5.3-10)

i

Here, we use the overfitting function of the processing speed to find the best mi . As
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Algorithm 9 Group U tility − all sizes
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
1: Set the number of jobs in group j as gj , and J as the total number of groups.
P
2: Set total the number of jobs in groups as N =
gj .
3: for Each possible set of g1,g2,...,gN do
4:
Group all the jobs in their workloads. The job having smaller workload is
arranged in the earlier
P processing group;
5:
Compute total U = (Bi − U ci ) of the all group;
6: Compare and find out the best number of jobs for each group. Schedule jobs in
groups with that number.
S(mi ) = k × mi × αmi −1 , the total cost of jobi is

U ctotal

n
X
=
(wi (ami + b)/S(mi ) + btstart
)
i
i

=

n
X

(5.3-11)

(wi (ami + b)/(kmi αmi −1 ) + btstart
)
i

i

A naive way is to schedule jobs one by one. Each job is greedily allocated the
optimal number of machines. The computation complexity is O(N). Here, N is the
total number of jobs. However, this algorithm is actually too bad to use. It is often
the case that one job will use up all the machines at a time. The waiting time for the
following machines will aggregate.
However, the greedy algorithm of scheduling jobs one by one can be easily extended
to the scheduling policy for a group of jobs to get better a performance with the
sacrifice of time complexity of the algorithm. We assume that the number of jobs
in a group j is gj , and n ≤ M . The total number of groups is J. It is clear that
PJ
j gj = N .
Here we provide three group utility algorithms. The first one is called single size
algorithm as shown in Alg. 4. In this algorithm, we assume all groups have the same
size, which means all groups contains the same number of jobs. The complexity of
this algorithm is O(MN), which is quite small. But the restriction of having the same
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Algorithm 10 Group U tility − greedy size
Input: Workloads of all jobs, total number of machines, and speedup property of
machines;
1: h=1
2: while There is a jobs not in groups g1 , g2 , ..., gh do
3:
for gh from 1 to
Phmaximum number of machines M do
4:
while N > 1 gj do
5:
Set Number of jobs
Pin gh+1 as gh
6:
Compute total U = (Bi − U ci ) of the all group;
7:
h = h + 1;
8:
Compare and find out the best number of jobs for gh . Schedule jobs in groups
with that number.
size for each group is too strong.
The second group utility algorithm is the all sizes algorithm as shown in Alg.
5. In contrast to the single size algorithm, it considers all the possible group sizes.
Although it may get a very good result, it is very time consuming to enumerate all
the possible combinations of group sizes. The worst time complexity of this algorithm
is O(M !N ).
Since both the single size algorithm and the all sizes algorithm have some obvious
drawbacks, we provide the greedy size algorithm to make a balance between performance and time complexity. The idea of the greedy size algorithm is to greedily
determine the number of jobs in each group as shown in Alg. 6. The worst time
complexity of this algorithm is O(M N ).
The utility costs of three group utility algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.3. Here
we use the Word Count application for the experiments. From Fig. 5.3, the single
size policy has the largest average utility cost, and the all size policy has the lowest
average utility cost. The greedy size policy gets better results than the single size
policy, and gets results close to those of the all size policy. Thus, our assumption of
the performance is true.
Theorem 5.3. The utility cost of based on the single size algorithm utility group is
less than (a + b) × maxn (S( M
)/S(M )) times of the optimal one.
n
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Proof. In the utility group algorithm, we try to maximize the total utility of the
group. However, the number of jobs in a group is fixed before the scheduling process.
However, the number of jobs in a group will influence the scheduling flexibility. In
the worst case, there are M jobs for M machines. And the utility cost in this situation
)/S(M )) × OP T .
is (a + b)maxn (S( M
n
However, the number of jobs in a group needs to be further discussed. And what
we discussed here is in the batched start offline situation. For the online condition,
more study need to be done. It might be our future work.

(a) Average Time

(b) Normalized Machine Time

Figure 5.4: Word Count

(a) Average Time

(b) Normalized Machine Time

Figure 5.5: Pentomino
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(a) Average Time

(b) Normalized Machine Time

Figure 5.6: TeraSort

5.4

Experiments

We investigate our model based on the real experiment. Our clusters consist of
Dell R210 Servers. Each server has a dual core Intel Celeron processor. They also
have 4 GB of RAM. They then have Gigabit Ethernet jacks for communication. We
also use a Cisco small business 300 Series Managed Switch to connect the servers
together. Each Switch has only eight ports available so only eight servers can be
connected through one hop. To this end, we will collect data by adding servers one
at a time and running the same job with the same input data ten times on each new
configuration. We will stop after we have done this with the first sixteenth servers.
From there we will try to estimate how time will be affected by adding more nodes.
In this chapter, we investigate three common applications in the Hadoop cloud
framework, which are Word Count, Pentomino [46], and TeraSort [47]. In the following paragraph, we will present our results and point out some interesting things to
note about them.
Figs. 5.4(a), 5.5(a)and 5.6(a) show the relationship between the average finishing
time and the parallel machine numbers of the three cloud applications. It is clear
that increasing the number of processing machines for any type of job will accelerate
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the processing speed and will bring on the shorter finish time of the job. However,
the speedup patterns are no similar. The processing speed for a Word Count job
increases rapidly only from 1 VM to 2 VMs, and the acceleration of speed slows down
when adding more machines. However, the processing speed of the Pentomino job
keeps boosting from 1 VM to 4 VMs, and the acceleration only slow down a little
bit after that. For the TeraSort job, the processing speed rises significantly from 1
VM to 3 VMs, but the acceleration slows down drastically when adding more than 3
VMs.
Here we give some explanations of those results. In the smaller clusters, more
jobs are scheduled to each computer. That means that these clusters have a higher
probability of having two heavy or complex jobs occurring at the same time on the
same machine. If this occurs, then the processing time of both jobs could be severely
impacted. Another complementing point is that, with more nodes, Hadoop has more
opportunities to try and scheduled a second instance of a task that is taking too long.
It means that if one of these collisions of two complex jobs did occur, then Hadoop
would be able to start one or both of the jobs a second time somewhere else in the
cluster. If this second instance finishes before the first, then Hadoop kills the first job
opening up the machine it was on.
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(a) Time Cost

(b) Rent Cost

(c) Utility Cost

Figure 5.7: Simulation Results of 4 Algorithms for Word Count
Figs. 4(b), 5(b), 6(b) illustrate the relationship between the normalized machine
time and machines number of the three cloud applications. Here the normalized
machine time (NMT) is the normalized product of the parallel processing time ti −tstart
i
and the number of parallel processing machines m, namely N M T = η(ti − tstart
) × m.
i
Here η is the normalized coefficient. The normalized machine time is used to measure
the overall machine usage, and is in proportion to the machine rent cost. The higher
NMT, the higher the machine rent cost.
From Figs. 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, we can easily observe that relationship between the
normalized machine time and the number of processing machines are very different
from application to application. For the Word Count job, the NMT is very high
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when there is only 1 VM, but it goes down sharply and increases very slowly after
that. Thus, the most rent efficient machine number is 2 for Word Count application.
However, the NMT of the Pentomino job keeps increasing, yet the acceleration rate
is slowing down. Using a small number of machine can save the machine rent cost
for a Pentomino job. However, the NMT pattern for TeraSort application is unique.
The NMT goes down from 1 VM to 3 VMs and rise up from 3 VMs to 5 VMs, and
then slowly decreases after that, as shown in Fig. 5.6(b). Here 3 VMs seem to be
the best choice for saving the machine rent cost, while more parallel machines may
save time and rent cost at the same time. From the above observation, we can see
that, no matter how different those NMT patterns are, the changing points do exist.
It may help us to find out the best choice of machine numbers.
For Word Count and TeraSort, the processing speed with only one machines is
slower than other normalized average processing speed, which is the processing speed
divided by the number of parallel machines. The reason might be that one machine is
overloaded for the heavy task and generate many unnecessary overhead. Whats more,
once there is a mistake occurs the roll-back effect really hurt one machine process.
However, more machines can be more robust against the rollback effect. And the
processing speed increases a little bit super-linearly when the number of machines is
small.
From our experiment, the proper scheduling policy might be avoiding using only
one machine for Word Count and TeraSort, which provide high cost of time and
price. And try to assign each job with the number of machines in the good speed
range (linear or super-linear range). Once the range is settled, the utility-based policy
can be applied. The utility-based policy now is a batch launch policy, the number of
jobs start in a batch is decided by the proper speed range of parallel machines and
the total number of machines. Then the utility-based shifting scheduling policy will
decide which kind of scheduling method is good for those jobs in a batch.
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Then we test our algorithms by using the results we get from the real clusters.
The time costs of 4 algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.7(a). It is clear that the price first
policy has a very large time cost compared to other policies, and the time first policy
has the lowest time cost. The reason is that the price first policy always uses a few
machines with minimal cost for every job, so there are many machines unassigned
when the number of jobs is very small.
The machine rent costs of 4 algorithms are shown in Fig. 5.7(b). In contrast to
the result of the time cost, the time first policy has the worst machine rent price. The
reason is that the time first policy always uses as many machines as possible. Due
to the sub-linear increase of the parallel computing speed, the overall machine rent
time increased.
However, when combining both time and rent cost, neither the price first policy
nor the time first policy are the best as shown in Fig. 5.7(c). As a result, the utility
group policies are more powerful in minimizing the utility cost of the cloud clusters.
We can also see that the greedy step group policy is better than the single step policy.

5.5

Conclusion

We consider the design and analysis utility-based scheduler in the cloud environment. Unlike all existing works, we propose the notion of the utility for the Virtual
Machine management. Next, we investigate the parallel speedup pattern in the cloud
clusters. After that, we propose several scheduling algorithms based on the idea of
the time cost and rent price. Then we introduce the policy shifting scheduling algorithm, provided with bounded performance against the optimal one. Motivated by
the previous scheduling policies, we provide the three utility-based algorithms. All
three algorithms are for batched start group jobs, but each method has its unique
pros and cons. Our experimental results demonstrate that our algorithms can achieve
very good average utility in the given settings.
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CHAPTER 6

SCHEDULING OPTIMIZATION IN
MAPREDUCE

MapReduce is a programming model for processing large data sets with a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster. It includes multiple phases, which are map,
shuffle, and reduce. For different phases, there are different resource requirements.
More specifically, map and reduce phases are more concerned with computation resources, and shuffle needs to occupy large amounts of I/O resources. Thus, an efficient
job scheduling mechanism is crucial for ensuring efficient resources utilization. This
chapter mainly focuses on the scheduling issue of the overlapping map and shuffle
phases in MapReduce. First of all, we introduce the notion of the job matrix for the
map and shuffle phases overlapping scheduling. Then we propose a new scheduling
algorithm based on the idea of combining map shuffle pairs in the job matrix, which
has better performance than the popular min-max time first algorithm in minimizing
the average makespan of tasks in the job matrix. What’s more, we further prove that
it can achieve the optimal average makespan in the triangular job matrix. Then we
introduce another algorithm which can achieve the optimal average makespan in the
symmetric job matrix. Based on that algorithm, we provide the Group-Sum algorithm, which is a more general algorithm without the constraints of the job matrix. Our
experimental results demonstrate that our algorithms can achieve very good average
makespan in the given settings, and at least one of them is much better than the
min-max first algorithm for all cases.
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6.1

Introduction

MapReduce [43] is a well-known programming model deployed at many data centers. Although MapReduce has been adopted widely, more improvement needed in the
scheduling and optimization in these active research areas. Nowadays, most research
of MapReduce optimizations is focused on the data processing phases. However, the
data transfer phase also plays an very important role. For the big data processing,
data transfer time will influence the job completion time significantly. According
to [31], only around 7% of the workloads in a production MapReduce cluster are
reduce heavy jobs. Large amount of time is spent in the map and shuffle phases on
average. One common technique to reduce the data transfer time is moving data
and computation together. But it generates little benefit to the data fetching of the
shuffle phase. The reason is that nearly all map tasks need to be fetched by each
reduce task.
In the MapReduce framework, each job consists of multiple dependent phases,
where each phase consists of multiple tasks that are run in parallel. There are three
phases: a map phase, a copy/shuffle phase, and a reduce phase. Different phases have
different focuses. The map and reduce phases typically deal with a large amount of
data processing work, while the copy/shuffle phases focus on data transfer. In other
words, the map and reduce phases are computation intensive, and the copy/shuffle
phase is I/O intensive.
In this chapter, we focus on the coordination scheduling of map and shuffle phases
in the MapReduce framework. Firstly, we discuss the model for studying the overlapping of the map and shuffle phases in Section 2. In the traditional model, a job must
complete its map job and then start the shuffle phase. In this work, we believe that
the shuffle phase may start before the map phase is completed. Then we put our effort
into the design and analysis of new scheduling policies that efficiently make use of
phase overlapping in order to minimize the average makespan. The task of scheduling
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in the presence of phase overlapping is difficult. If one seeks to minimize the average
response time, it is desired to give priority to jobs with small sizes (whenever possible)
within each of the map and shuffle queues, since Shortest Remaining Processing Time
(SRPT) first scheduling minimizes average response time within a single server [48].
However, because of phase overlapping, it is also necessary to ensure that map tasks
with large shuffle sizes are completed first in order to avoid wasting capacity at the
shuffle queue. However, these objectives are often competing, and thus it is difficult
to balance them.
By acknowledging of the difficulty of scheduling in the presence of phase overlapping, we provide a simple notion of the job matrix, which significantly simplifies the
scheduling problem of many jobs with various kinds of map and shuffle workloads
combinations. Then we provide a pair-based algorithm and a sum-based algorithm to
try optimizing the average makespan under the job matrix. By further investigating
these two scheduling policies, we prove that they can achieve the optimal solution for
the triangular job matrix and the symmetric job matrix, separately. What’s more,
we then provide an advanced algorithm, the Group-Sum algorithm, and its online
version to eliminate the constraints under the job matrix while inheriting the good
properties of pair and sum based algorithms in Section 3. In addition, we study
their performance in Section 4, which validates the good performance of the provided
algorithms. Section 5 concludes the chapter and discusses possible future work.

6.2

Problem Formulation

To achieve the shortest average makespan in a pair, the shuffle-heavy job should
go first, and be immediately followed by the map-heavy one. For example, there are
three jobs J1 (red), J2 (blue), and J3 (yellow) shown in Fig. 6.1 with the workloads of
(4, 4),(4, 2),(2, 4). T is the time. One possible schedule sequence is J1 , J2 , and J3 .
Note that, for J2 , the I/O resource has not been fully used. Clearly, this is not an
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Figure 6.1: Job schedule examples.

(a) Unit matrix

(b) Triangle 0/1 matrix

Figure 6.2: Unweighted n × n job matrix.
optimal sequence, and its average completion time is (4 + 8 + 12)/3 = 8. However,
the optimal sequence combines the pairs of (4, 2), (2, 4) together and puts J1 with
the heaviest workload last. The shorter average completion time of three jobs is
(4 + 6 + 10)/3 = 6.67.
In our model, a MapReduce job’s Map phase and shuffle phase can be overlapped
in the same time period. However, there are some constraints based on the rules of
the MapReduce framework. The shuffle phase of a job cannot start before map phase
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of that job, while the shuffle phase of a job can end after the map phase of that job.
Correspondingly, the map phase of a job always starts before the shuffle phase or at
least starts at the same time as shuffle, and the map phase of a job can end after the
shuffle phase of this job. Let us use xi and yi to denote the map phase processing
time (normalized map workload) and shuffle phase processing time (normalized shuffle
workload) of job Ji respectively. Here we assume that i is from 1 to N , and N is the
total number of jobs.
Here are some assumptions in this chapter: all the resources for computation and
networking only focused on one map task and one shuffle task separately. Therefore,
our object is to schedule the sequence of those MapReduce jobs to obtain the minimum
average makespan of those jobs. The makespan of a job is the time span from the
arrival time of the job to the finish time of the job in the overlapping phase. Since
the shuffle phase of a job cannot end before its map phase, the finish time of a job is
always the finish time of its shuffle phase. In the event that all jobs batch at the same
time, the makespan of a job is only decided by its finish time of its shuffle phase.

6.3

Algorithm Design

In this section, we first discuss the model of the job matrix, then we provide
several advanced algorithms to optimize the average makespan of jobs batching at
the same time. Given a n × n matrix, assume each element in the matrix denotes
one MapReduce job. For a job in the ith row and jth column, let its map phase
processing time be i, and its shuffle phase processing time be j. Then we notice
that a job’s position (i, j) in the matrix also denotes the job’s map phase processing
time and shuffle phase processing time. For a n × n matrix, if there is at most one
job for each position (i, j) in the matrix, we term this kind of job matrix to be the
’basic job matrix’, or the ’unweighted job matrix’. Figure 6.2(a) is an example of the
unweighted job matrix. To make the basic job matrix more general, one element in
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Figure 6.3: Weighted n × n matrix.
a n × n matrix can appear not only once, which means there is no limitation of the
number of jobs in the position of (i, j), with map phase processing time i and shuffle
phase processing time j. We call this kind of job matrix the weighted job matrix, in
contrast to the unweighted job matrix. Here we further define the notion of “weight”
as the number of jobs that appear on one position in a job matrix, and we define wij
as the weight (the number of jobs) on the position (i, j), with map phase processing
time i, and shuffle phase processing time j. There is an example of a weighted job
matrix in Figure 6.3. However, the unweighted job matrix is a special case of the
weighted job matrix, where wij = 1 for any (i, j) in the matrix.
Here, we provide several important tpyes of weighted job matrix. First of all, we
define the symmetric weighted job matrix, in which multiple jobs on the same position
are allowed as a weighted matrix, but jobs need to be allocated symmetrically along
the diagonal of the matrix. For example, if there are k jobs in position (i, j), the there
should be another k jobs in position (j, i) in a symmetric matrix. Namely, wij = wji
in a symmetric weighted job matrices. Correspondingly, we define the asymmetric
weighted job matrix, in which there exist at least two nodes in the the matrix that
have the relation of wij 6= wji . There is one extreme case for the asymmetric matrix
shown in Figure 6.2(b), which is a triangular job matrix. There are also two kinds of
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Algorithm 11 M inM axP airsF irst
Input: Map time and the shuffle time of all jobs;
Compute max = max(xi , yi ) for i from 1 to N ;
Initialize an order array O of size N ;
Select Jobi with smaller maxi in the the front of order array O;
for set of jobs with same max value do
Reset the order of jobs in array O by the loop order of exactly balanced job
(xi = yi ), shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi );
6: Schedule jobs according to the order array O.
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

triangular job matrices, which are the lower triangular matrix and upper triangular
matrices, corresponding to shuffle-heavy only job distributions and map-heavy only
job distributions. Here “shuffle-heavy” means the shuffle workload is greater than the
map workload, and vice versa.

6.3.1

Pair-based algorithm

In this subsection, we provide our first scheduling policy, which is based on the
idea of ’pair’ in the job matrix. At the beginning, we need to introduce the notion
of ’pair’ in the job matrix. Assuming the jobs in the matrix batch start at the same
time, which means they have the same arriving time point, for job position (i, j) and
job position (j, i), (i 6= j), we say these two positions are ’pair’ positions, or ’pair’ in
short. We further define that job (i, j), itself, as a ’pair’ when i = j. Intuitively, we
want to schedule the jobs in a pair together to fully utilize the computation and I/O
resources, as the two elements in a pair can well complement each other in the time
space, generated by their complementary map and shuffle phases’ processing times of
each other. To achieve the shortest average makespan in a pair, the shuffle heavy job
should go first, and should be immediately followed by the map-heavy one. We call
this kind of order the scheduling policy in a pair.
Lemma 1:

In the optimal scheduling solution to get the minimum average

makespan of the given jobs appearing in a symmetric weighted job matrix, every
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pair (i, j) and (j, i) should appear together, as long as i 6= j. What’s more, the
shuffle-heavy one should goes ahead, and the map-heavy one follows.
Proof. According to the Lemma 1 if the pair (i, j) and (j, i) appear together, then the
shuffle-heavy one should go ahead, and the map-heavy one should follow. Assuming
t0 is the starting time of those two jobs and i > j, the average makespan is t0 + 12 (i +
(i + j)). If we violate Lemma 1’s rule, and let the map-heavy one go first, the average
makespan is t0 + 21 (i + (i + i)), which is greater than t0 + 12 (i + (i + j)) since i > j.
So the shuffle-heavy one should go ahead and the map-heavy one should follow, when
they appear together in the same pair.
In the case of the elements of a pair not appearing together, some other elements
will interrupt into them. There are two possible cases. One case is that there is some
unused space generated by the interruption. However, it is easy to see that the optimal
solution tolerates no unused space in this case. The other case is that there is no used
space generated by the interruption. In order to use all the space from start to end,
two pairs (x, y), (y, x) and (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ), in which y > x, y 0 > x0 , and x + y < x0 + y 0 ,
have to follow the rule that y −x = y 0 −x0 to complement (x0 , y 0 ) with (y, x), and (x, y)
with (y 0 , x0 ). Then there are 4×3×2×1 ways to order the 4 jobs. By calculating every
case, the best order with interruption is (x, y), (y 0 , x0 ), (x0 , y 0 ), and (y, x), with the
average makespan of t0 + 41 (y+y+x0 +(y+x0 )×2+y 0 +y 0 +x) = t0 + 14 (3x0 +2y 0 +x+4y),
t0 is the starting time of the first job of jobs. Then the optimal average makespan
is t0 + 14 (y + x + y + (x + y) × 2 + y 0 + x0 + y 0 ) = t0 + 14 (3x + 4y + x0 + 2y 0 ). Since
x + y < x0 + y 0 , and y − x = y 0 − x0 , then x < x0 . So (t0 + 41 (3x + 4y + x0 + 2y 0 )) −
(t0 + 14 (4y + 3x0 + 2y 0 + x)) =

x−x0
2

< 0, which means even with no space wasted the

pairs still need to appear in the ordered pairs without interrupting each other. So
for both cases, every pair (i, j) and (j, i) should appear together, in which i 6= j. In
conclusion, the lemma is true.
From this point of view, we propose our first algorithm. Algorithm 1 is based
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(a) Unit matrix

(b) Triangle 0/1 matrix

Figure 6.4: Optimal order of n × n matrix.
on the MaxSRPT algorithm, proposed by Lin et al. [34]. In MaxSRPT algorithm,
a Jobi having the minimum max(xi , yi ) proceeds first, where xi and yi are the map
time and the shuffle time of Jobi . As we can see, the MaxSRPT algorithm focuses on
the dominant workload of each job. With the idea cases like map workload dominant
jobs or shuffle workload dominant jobs, the MaxSRPT algorithm will provide a nearoptimal solution even in the online situation. However, it does not consider the notion
of “pair”.
In our first algorithm, for jobs having the same max(x, y) value, jobs are processed
in the order of an exactly balanced job (xi = yi ), a shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), and a
map-heavy job (xi > yi ) task, then after that repeat the order of balanced job first,
then shuffle-heavy job, map-heavy job in a loop way. The basic idea is that a shuffleheavy task is followed by its corresponding map-heavy task and they are made to
appear in pairs. Since its first scheduling rule of algorithm 1 is exactly the same as the
MaxSRPT, and its second rule further considers the suborder in the same dominant
workload situation, Algorithm 1 will always be better than the MaxSRPT algorithm.
Algorithm 1 also inherits all the good properties of the MaxSRPT algorithm.
Theorem 1:

For a triangular job matrix, in which each job is map-heavy or

each job is shuffle-heavy, we can get the optimal average makespan of those jobs by
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Algorithm 12 M inM inM axP airsF irst
Input: Map time and the shuffle time of all jobs;
Compute sumi = xi + yi for i from 1 to N ;
Compute maxi = max(xi , yi ) for i from 1 to N ;
Initialize an order array O of size N ;
4: Select Jobi with smaller sumi in the front of order array O;
for set of jobs with same sum value do
6:
Select Jobi with smaller maxi in the front of order array O;
for set of jobs with same max value do
8:
Reset the order of jobs in array O by the loop order of exactly balanced job
(xi = yi ), shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi );
Schedule jobs according to the order array O.
2:

applying Algorithm 1.
Proof. For a triangular matrix, there is only one dominant resource. So the optimal
solution is the minimum dominant time first algorithm. With the help of Lemma
1, it is clear that Algorithm 1 reduces to that algorithm since the first principle of
Algorithm 1 is based on the minimum dominant time first algorithm.
What is more, the scheduling rules of Algorithm 2 can be changed into a simpler
form, by using the formula (1). For jobi,j in the position (i, j),

Ordervalue = max(i, j) +

i−j
2(i + j)

(6.3-1)

The jobs having a smaller Ordervalue should be scheduled first. In the formula,
max(i, j) indicates the scheduling order with the same max value;

i−j
2(i+j)

denotes that

the shuffle-heavy job is scheduled before the map-heavy job in a pair, which implies
the job sequence is in a pair combination.

6.3.2

Sum-based algorithm

In Algorithm 2, for each job Jobi , define sumi = xi +yi the sum value of processing
time, where xi and yi are the map phase processing time and shuffle phase processing
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time of Jobi . Schedule jobs with the smallest sum values first, which means that jobs
with smaller the sum values a have higher priority to obtain the resource for map and
shuffle. And for jobs with the same sum values, choose the Jobi having the minimum
max(xi , yi ) value, which is the larger processing time of its map phase and shuffle
phase. For jobs having the same max(x, y) value, jobs are processed in the loop order
of exactly balanced job (xi = yi ), shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi )
task, balanced job, shuffle-heavy job, and so on. Namely, one shuffle-heavy task is
followed by a map-heavy task, and they are made to appear in pairs. Here we provide
two examples in Figure 6.4, which show the optimal order of jobs in minimizing the
average makespan. As we can see, these two optimal orders are exactly the same
orders given by Algorithm 2. Then we will prove it by the Theorem 2.
Theorem 2:

For a symmetric weighted job matrix, we can get the optimal

average makespan of those jobs by applying Algorithm 2.
Proof. Base on the Lemma 1, jobs should appear in pairs according to their map task
phase processing time and shuffle task phase processing time, and the shuffle-heavy
job followed by the map-heavy job in each pair. Assume there are two pairs, (x, y),
(y, x), (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ), y > x, y 0 > x0 , and x + y < x0 + y 0 . To make comparisons
simple, we assume t0 , which is the starting time of the first job of those 4 jobs,
to be zero. If the pair with a larger sum goes first, then the average makespan is
1 0
(y +x0 +y 0 +2(x0 +y 0 )+y +x+y)
4

= 14 (3x0 +4y 0 +x+2y). If the pair with the smaller

sum goes first, then the average makespan is 41 (y + x + y + 2(x + y) + y 0 + x0 + y 0 ) =
1
(3x+4y +x0 +2y 0 )
4

< 14 (3x0 +4y 0 +x+2y), because of x+y < x0 +y 0 . So the pair with

the smaller sum should be scheduled first to have a smaller average makespan.
Assume there are two pairs, (x, y), (y, x), (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ), that have the same
sum = x + y = x0 + y 0 value, and y > x, y 0 > x0 . The average makespan in the order
of (x, y), (y, x), (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ) is 41 (y +x+y +2(x+y)+y 0 +x0 +y 0 ). Then the average
makespan in the order of (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ), (x, y), (y, x) is 41 (y 0 + x0 + y 0 + 2(x0 + y 0 ) +
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(a) Uniform random

(b) Gaussian random

Figure 6.5: Random distribution of map and shuffle processing time.
y + x + y). Since x + y = x0 + y 0 , we can have 41 (y + x + y + (x + y) × 2 + y 0 + x0 + y 0 ) =
1 0
(y
4

+ x0 + y 0 + 2(x0 + y 0 ) + y + x + y). So it does not matter for the pairs sequence

as long as each element in those pairs has the same sum value.
It is also true for exactly balanced ones whose map workloads are equal to their.
Assume there are two pairs, one balanced (x, x), and one normal pair, (x0 , y 0 ), (y 0 , x0 ),
y 0 > x0 . Their sum value is 2x, x0 + y 0 and x0 + y 0 . According to Lemma 1 (x0 , y 0 ),
(y 0 , x0 ) should appear together. If the (x, x) is scheduled first, the average makespan
is 13 (3x + 2y 0 + x0 ). If (x, x) is scheduled later, the average makespan is 13 (y 0 + 2(y 0 +
x0 ) + x) = 13 (x + 3y 0 + 2x0 ). By subtracting these two average makespans, we can have
1
(x
3

+ 3y 0 + 2x0 ) − 13 (3x + 2y 0 + x0 ) = 13 (y 0 + x0 − 2x). If 2x > x0 + y 0 , it would have

a smaller average makespan for (x, x) to go latter.; if 2x < x0 + y 0 , it would have a
smaller average makespan for (x, x) to go first; if 2x = x0 + y 0 , either way is fine. In
conclusion, the Theorem 1 is proved.
Corollary 1:

When we apply Algorithm 2 to scheduling the jobs in an un-

weighed symmetric matrix, we can get the optimal average makespan of those jobs.
Since the unweighed symmetric matrix is a simple case of the symmetric weighted
matrix, whose weight is one for all the jobs, the Algorithm 2 can get the optimal
solution for it. What’s more, the scheduling rules of Algorithm 2 can be changed into
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(a) Shuffle heavy

(b) Map heavy

Figure 6.6: Unbalanced distribution of map and shuffle processing time.
a simpler form, by the using the formula (2). For jobi,j in the position (i, j),

Ordervalue = 2 × (i + j) + max(i, j) +

i−j
2(i + j)

(6.3-2)

The jobs having smaller Ordervalues should be scheduled first. In formula (2),
the 2 × (i + j) shows the domination of the sum value of jobi,j ; max(i, j) indicates the
scheduling order with the same sum value; and

i−j
2(i+j)

denotes that the shuffle-heavy

job is scheduled before the map-heavy job in a pair. Since each job jobi,j has its
unique position (i, j) in a unweighed symmetric matrix, there is at most two jobs
with the same sum and max(i, j) values, which means the loop order mentioned in
Algorithm 1 does not need to be considered in the unweighed matrix case.
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Algorithm 13 Group − Sum
Input: Map time and the shuffle time of all jobs;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:

Compute sumi = xi + yi for i from 1 to N ;
Compute maxi = max(xi , yi ) for i from 1 to N ;
Initialize an order array O of size N ;
Initialize several groups G1 to GK ;
Partition Jobi with similar sum values into the same group;
Select groups with smaller average sum values, and merge it into the the front of
order array O;
for each group Gk do
Reset order of jobs in array O by maxi first;
for set of jobs with same max value do
Reset the order of jobs in array O by the loop order of exactly balanced job
(xi = yi ), shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi );
Schedule jobs according to the order array O.

6.3.3

More general algorithms

From the above two basic algorithms, we have two different definitions of the
Ordervalue. Now we propose a Weighted Order Value (WOV) to combine them
together. For jobi,j in the position (i, j),

W OV = K1 × (i + j) + K2 × max(i, j) + K3 ×

i−j
2(i + j)

(6.3-3)

The jobs having smaller W OV should be scheduled first. In the formula (3), K1 , K2
and K3 are three parameters for the weighted dominance of the sum value, max(i, j)
value and pair sequence of jobi,j . For example, if K1 = 0, K2 = 1 and K3 = 1, it
represents the pair-based Algorithm 1; if K1 = 2, K2 = 1 and K3 = 1, it represents
the sum-based Algorithm 2; if K1 = 0, K2 = 1 and K3 = 0, it represents the original
min-max algorithm proposed by MaxSRPT.
The reason we introduce the WOV-oriented scheduling policy here is not only
to simplify the expression of the algorithm. More importantly, by using the order
value or the weighted order value, we can schedule not only the jobs with the discrete
number of map and shuffle processing times in the job matrix, but also the jobs
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(a) Fixed width

(b) Mid-shrinking width

(c) Mid-increasing width

Figure 6.7: Three different ways to group with bars.
with the real number of map and shuffle processing times. As we all know, in the
real world, the map phase and shuffle phase processing times of jobs cannot always
follow the distribution of the matrix, as mentioned before. One simple example of
the real number distribution is that we assume that both map phase processing time
and shuffle phase processing time follow the uniform random distribution. As it is
shown in Figure 6.5(a), this kind of distribution pattern is very similar to the original
unweighted n × n matrix, in which a job in the position (i, j) in the matrix has a
map phase processing time of i units, and a shuffle phase processing time of j units.
Similarly, there is also a distribution pattern like the symmetric distribution as shown
in Figure 6.5(b), which inherits some properties from the symmetric job matrix. As
the symmetric distribution still exists in the real number setting, there must exist
asymmetric distribution, as shown in Figure 6.6, corresponding to the asymmetric
job matrix in the discrete situation. From Figure 6.6, we can also see that there are
two kinds of asymmetric distribution, the map-heavy distribution and the shuffleheavy distribution. And there are two extreme cases, in which jobs are all map-heavy
or shuffle-heavy.
Although the properties of those distributions are similar to the original discrete
distributions, we have to admit that the original pair-based and sum-based algorithms
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are not very robust in the real number setting. So, we propose an advanced algorithm,
called Group-Sum algorithm. In the Group-Sum algorithm, for each job, Jobi defines
sumi = xi + yi as sum value of processing time, where xi and yi are the map phase
processing time, and the shuffle phase processing time of Jobi . Partitioning jobs into
several groups according to the sum values of processing time, jobs with similar sum
values are partitioned into the same group. Jobs are scheduled into groups with
the smallest average sum values first, which means groups with smaller average sum
values have higher priorities to obtain the resource for map and shuffle. For jobs in
the same group, choose the Jobi having the minimum max(xi , yi ) value, which is the
larger processing time of its map phase and shuffle phase. For jobs having the same
max(x, y) value, jobs are processed in the loop order of exactly balanced job (xi = yi ),
shuffle-heavy job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi ) task, balanced job, shuffle-heavy
job, and so on. Namely, one shuffle-heavy task is followed by a map-heavy task and
they are made to appear in pairs.
As shown in the Group-Sum algorithm, we group the jobs by their sum value,
which is the summation of both map and shuffle processing times, and then the
pair-based min-max-first algorithm is applied in the same group. However, there are
several ways to partition the group according to the sum value shown in Figure 6.7.
We take the width-fixed bar approach to illustrate the group method. First, we define
the width d as d = sumi − sumi+1 , which is the distance between the start bound
of ith group and the start bound of i + 1th group. The width fixed bar approach
means we choose the fixed width d, We also prove that the Group-Sum algorithm can
achieve a good average makespan, and will not be too bad even in the worst case in
Theorem 3.
Theorem 3:

In the worst case, the average makespan solved by the Group-

Sum algorithm is 0.5 larger than the average makespan solved by the min-max-first
algorithm.
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Algorithm 14 OnlineGroup − Sum
Input: Map time and the shuffle time of all jobs; Job arriving times;
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:

Initialize an order array O;
Initialize several groups G1 to GK ;
Partition waiting jobs with similar sum into the same group;
Select groups with smaller sum, and merge it into the the front of order array O;
for each arriving Jobi do
Compute sumi = xi + yi for newly arrived Jobi ;
Compute maxi = max(xi , yi ) for newly arrived Jobi ;
Put Jobi into a group according to its sumi ;
Reorder the sequence in the group according to the Algorithm 1;
Schedule jobs according to the order array O.

Proof. In the worst case, the makespan fails to make one very large map-heavy job
and one shuffle-heavy job in the same group, and violates the rule of min-max-first
and sequence the order in pairs. Assume two jobs are (x, y), (x0 , y 0 ). Then they must
have the similar sum = x + y = x0 + y 0 − δ value; δ is a small value as much as
the distance of the group d and is greater than 0, and x ≥ y, y 0 ≥ x0 . In order
to violate the rule of min-max-first and sequence order in pair, map-heavy should
be chosen first, followed by the shuffle-heavy one. Then x + y < x0 + y 0 , and the
average makespan is

x+x+y 0
2

=

2x+y 0
.
2

Making the min-max-first order better, it has

the relation of y 0 ≤ x. In the solution of min-max-first order, the average makespan
is 12 (y 0 + max(x + x0 , y + y 0 )). If x + x0 ≥ y + y 0 then they are the same. In the waste
case, we then consider the case of x + x0 < y + y 0 . To maximize the ratio of
have y = 0, x0 = y 0 , x = 2y 0 − δ. Then the ratio is

3y 0 −δ
2y 0

2x+y 0
,
y+2y 0

we

< 1.5. Thus we can see, in

the worst case, the average makespan solved by the group sum algorithm is 0.5 larger
than the average makespan solved by min-max-first algorithm.
We then modify the original batch start based Group-Sum algorithm into the
Online based Group-Sum, which can tolerate different jobs’ arriving times. For the
Online Group-Sum algorithm, we first set up several groups according to the value
of sumi = xi + yi , which is the sum value of processing time, where xi and yi are the
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map phase processing time and shuffle phase processing time of Jobi . Then for each
arriving job, pack it into a group according to its sum value of processing time; if a job
cannot find a group, then add another group. Order groups have the smallest average
sum values first, which means groups with smaller average sum values have higher
priority to obtain the resources for map and shuffle. For jobs in the same group,
choose the Jobi having the minimum max(xi , yi ) value, which is the larger processing
time of its map phase and shuffle phase. For jobs having the same max(x, y) value,
jobs are processed in the loop order of exactly balanced job (xi = yi ), shuffle-heavy
job (xi < yi ), map-heavy job (xi > yi ) task, balanced job, shuffle-heavy job, and so
on. Namely, one shuffle-heavy task is followed by a map-heavy task and they are
made to appear in pairs.
In the online setting, the release time of a job is the first time the scheduler is
aware of the job information, including its release time and size information. Thus,
the online scheduling problem is usually harder than the online scheduling problem.
In our case, we have seen that the offline scheduling problem is hard because of
computational constraints; here, we show that the online scheduling problem is hard
because of the lack of knowledge about future arrivals. A metric widely-used to
quantify the performance of an online algorithm is the competitive ratio, which is
the worst case ratio between the cost of the online algorithm and the cost of the
online optimal solution. The theorem proved by [34] shows that no online scheduling
algorithm can have a constant competitive ratio in the overlapping tandem queue
model. Therefore, we cannot propose a constant competitive ratio for the modified
Group-Sum.

6.4

Experimental Results

In this section, we compare our Group-Sum algorithm as well as our pair-based
algorithm (also noted as MinMaxPairFirst algorithm) with the min-max-first algo86

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.8: Average makespan ratio for n × n matrix.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.9: Maximum makespan for n × n matrix.
rithm and the random order. From Figure 6.8, we can see that the random algorithm
has the highest average makespan for the n × n matrix. The min- max-first algorithm
gets middle average makespan for n × n matrix. Additionally, our Group-Sum algorithm has the lowest average makespan for the n × n matrix. As for the maximum
makespan of the four algorithms shown in Figure 6.9(a), they are very similar in the
n×n matrix situation. From Figure 6.9(b), we can see that the Group-Sum algorithm
achieves the same ratio as the minmaxpair algorithm, and a little better than that
of the minmax algorithm. However, the ratios are closer to 1 when the number of n
grows.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10: Average makespan for uniform random distribution of map and shuffle
processing time.
In the setting of the uniform random distribution of map and shuffle processing
times, the random algorithm has the highest average makespan, as shown in Figure
6.10. The minimum max first algorithm gets the middle average makespan for the
uniform random distribution of map and shuffle processing time. The pair-based
algorithm is a little better than the minmax algorithm; additionally, our Group-Sum
algorithm has the lowest average makespan for random distribution of map and shuffle
processing times.
However, when we consider the average makespan for gauss distribution of map
and shuffle processing time, we notice that the random algorithm has the highest
average makespan from the observation of Figure 6.11. The min-max-first algorithm
gets middle average makespan for gauss distribution of map and shuffle processing
time. And our Group-Sum algorithm and pair based algorithm are, similarly, both
better than the minmax algorithm. When the number of tasks increases, the GroupSum algorithm performs better.
The fact from Figure 6.12 shows that the random algorithm has the highest average
makespan ratio for the total asymmetric workload distribution, but the min-max-first
algorithm, Group-Sum algorithm, and pair-based algorithm get similar results. For
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.11: Average makespan for gauss distribution of map and shuffle processing
time.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: Average makespan ratio for total asymmetric workload distribution.
total asymmetric workload distribution, the average makespans and the ratios for
different algorithms are presented in Figure 6.13. Notice that the random algorithm
has the highest average makespan and ratio. The min-max-first algorithm, GroupSum algorithm, and pair-based algorithm get similar results. When the number of
tasks decreases, the pair based algorithm will perform better than the others. From
the above simulations, we can see that our algorithm can generate results far better
than the random order. Compared with the min-max algorithm, at least one of our
algorithms is not worse than it in any situation, and both are much better than it in
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: Average makespan ratio for normal asymmetric workload distribution.
most cases.

6.5

Conclusion

This chapter focuses on a challenging and important scheduling problem within
MapReduce systems: how to schedule to minimize the response time in the presence
of phase overlapping of the map and shuffle phases. One contribution of this chapter
is the proposal of a simple and accurate model for this phase overlapping. Within this
model, this chapter focuses on the design of algorithms for minimizing the average
response time. Based on that, we introduce the notion of the job matrix for the map
and shuffle phases overlapping scheduling. The two algorithms we develop in this
setting are complementary to each other and perform quite well in practical settings.
We further prove that they can even achieve the optimal average makespan in the
asymmetric job matrix and symmetric job matrix separately. Furthermore, we provide
the Group-Sum algorithm, which is a more general algorithm without the constraints
of the job matrix. Additionally, we briefly study the online situation by providing the
online base Group-Sum algorithm. Our experimental results demonstrate that our
algorithms can achieve very good average makespan in the given settings.
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CHAPTER 7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

7.1

Conclusion

Cloud computing is a very hot topic these years. In cloud, resources are usually
not only shared by multiple users but are also dynamically reallocated per demand.
This thesis gives different scheduling strategies and algorithms in cloud computing.
For a common cloud user, there is a great potential to boost the performance of mobile
devices by offloading computation-intensive parts of mobile applications to the cloud.
In this thesis, we present the design of utility-based uploads sharing strategy in cloud
scenarios, which bridges the above gap through providing computation offloading as
a service to mobile devices.
For data centers, resource limitations in both bandwidth and computing triggers
a variety of resource management problems. In this thesis, we discuss the tradeoff
between locality and load balancing, along with the multi-layer topology of data
centers. After that, we investigate the interrelationship between the time cost and
the virtual machine rent cost, and formalize it as the parallel speedup pattern. We
then design several algorithms by adopting the idea of minimizing the utility cost.
Furthermore, we focus on the detail of MapReduce framework in Cloud. For different
MapReduce phases, there are different resource requirements. We propose a new
scheduling algorithm based on the idea of combining map shuffle pairs, which has
better performance than the popular min-max time first algorithm in minimizing the
average makespan of tasks in the job matrix.
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7.2

Future Work

Directions for future research mainly focus on the large scale implementation of our
proposed solution. The model presented here opens the door for an in depth study of
how to schedule in the presence of phase overlapping. There are a wide variety of open
questions remaining with respect to the design of algorithms to minimize response
time. Further, it is interesting and important to understand how to schedule in order
to minimize other performance metrics, e.g., the number of deadlines met.
Furthermore, the heterogeneous configuration of data centers will also be studied.
We will consider two sets of heterogeneous data center configurations. The first is
that, we let the servers’ computing capabilities heterogeneous, while keeping the links
capacities semi-homogeneous as before. The second will be that, we let all the links
capacities, along with the servers’ computing capabilities heterogeneous. We will
evaluate the efficiency of algorithm both theoretically and experimentally.
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